
From: T. Zavist[SMTP:TZAVIST@TX.RR.COM] 
Sent: Sunday, December 27, 2009 10:01:29 AM 
To: RegComments 
Subject: Regulation Identification Number (RIN) 1212-AB06 Proposed Amendment to 29 CFR 
Parts 4000, 4001, 4042,4204, 4206, 4211 and 4231 Auto forwarded by a Rule 
 
1416 Esters Rd., Apt. 1040 
Irving, TX 75061 
December 27, 2009 
 
 
Mr. John H. Hanley 
Director 
Legislative and Regulatory Department 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
reg.comments@pbgc.gov<mailto:reg.comments@pbgc.gov> 
 
Re:  Regulation Identification Number (RIN) 1212-AB06 Proposed Amendment to 29 CFR Parts 
4000, 4001, 4042,4204, 4206, 4211 and 4231 
 
Dear Mr. Hanley: 
 
Thank you for the table in the preamble summarizing the proposed changes to the Pension 
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) reportable event reporting requirements. 
 
The proposal is to eliminate extensions, which currently are until 30 days after the current 
variable rate premium (VRP) due date.  The main effect of the elimination likely will be the late 
reporting of reportable events.  The consequent penalties likely will alienate the public further 
away from defined benefit pension plans—raising revenue for the PBGC in the short run and 
further undermining the private pension system in the long run. 
 
Enrolled actuaries are aware of reportable events.  Few others are.  Enrolled actuaries gather data 
on an annual cycle, which, for purposes of PBGC reporting, culminates with the annual VRP 
calculation and the corresponding filing. 
 
When certain reportable events occur (e.g., an active participant reduction, a distribution to a 
substantial owner, a change in controlled group or a loan default) plan sponsors tend to perceive 
the event as something that occurs within the context of the ordinary operations of a business, 
rather than as an event of special significance for the pension plan.  They are aware of the event, 
but they have trouble recognizing it as a reportable event at the time it occurs and therefore 
realizing that a filing is due on account of it. 
 
Some reportable events can be reported immediately because an enrolled actuary necessarily 
knows about them when they occur (e.g., a transfer of benefit liabilities, a funding waiver 
application, a low adjusted funding target attainment percentage, and a transfer to a retiree health 
account).  Others are likely to be communicated to the enrolled actuary soon after they occur 
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(e.g., inability to pay benefits when due or bankruptcy).  An enrolled actuary is unable to monitor 
missed contributions any quicker than trust statements are issued (often monthly).  An enrolled 
actuary generally will not know about the other reportable events except annually. 
 
An active participant reduction, in particular, will tend to be discovered in the reconciliation of 
the headcount of active participants from one valuation to the next.  Plan sponsors typically do 
not undertake downsizing on account of a pension plan, and they tend not to perceive downsizing 
as having anything in particular to do with a pension plan.  Thus, generally they will not think to 
alert an enrolled actuary about a downsizing (which typically is also kept confidential during the 
planning stages).  Likewise, mergers and acquisitions typically are kept confidential, and an 
enrolled actuary may not know about them, especially if any new employees are not, and will not 
be, in a pension plan. 
 
Therefore, the current extensions until 30 days after the current VRP due date are necessary for 
practical purposes.  Eliminating the extensions will tend to lead to late reporting and fines for 
being late rather than timely compliance.  Likewise, some sort of 30-day period--either a waiver 
or an extension--is necessary for a late contribution (to give an enrolled actuary time to receive a 
trust statement). 
 
The PBGC does not necessarily take any action during the time period after it becomes aware of 
an employer's distress and before a pension plan becomes the responsibility of the PBGC.  
Quicker information may not make a difference.  The PBGC admits an average of three years 
between a downsizing and a plan termination, so waiting until the regular VRP filing is due gives 
the PBGC two years on average.  This is plenty of time. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments.  Any comments expressed here are my own 
professional opinion and not necessarily the opinion of my employer. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
Tom 
 
Thomas M. Zavist, FSA, EA 



 

 
 
 
January 21, 2010 
 
Legislative and Regulatory Department 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation  
1200 K Street, NW. 
Washington, DC 20005–4026 
 
Regulation Identifier Number (RIN) 1212–AB06 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I am writing on behalf of Buck Consultants, an ACS Company, to present comments on the Proposed 
PBGC Regulations under 29 CFR Parts 4000, 4001, 4043, 4204, 4206, 4211, and 4231, published in 
the Federal Register of November 23, 2009, relating to reportable events and certain other notification 
requirements. 
 
Our comments pertain principally to the elimination of most funding-based notice waivers for 
reportable events. We feel that, for well funded plans, such notices accomplish little with respect to 
protecting plan participants or the PBGC and that requiring them for such plans imposes an 
unnecessary burden on their sponsors.  
 
The following are our comments on specific areas of the proposed regulations we believe should be 
clarified or changed.  
 
I. Reportable Events for which funding-based notice waivers are currently provided (§§4043.23, .27, 
.29, .30, .31, .32, .34) 
 
We think that the funding-based waivers for these events should be retained. Plans satisfying these 
waiver requirements pose little risk to participants or the PBGC in the event of plan termination. We 
would not object, however, if the PBGC were to tighten the current requirements for these waivers 
somewhat (for example increasing the 80% funded threshold applicable to certain events to 90%). 
 
II. Missed Contributions (§4043.25) 
 
Buck agrees that notice is warranted for any minimum required contributions not made by the final due 
date and for unpaid contributions required as a condition for a funding waiver, and is required by 
statute for any cumulative late payments exceeding $1 million. 
 
However, we oppose the elimination of the current notice waiver for quarterly installments not more 
that 30 days late, totaling less than $1 million. Additionally, we propose that notice be waived for such 

 



 
 

installments even if more than 30 days late, if they are eventually paid or satisfied by a funding balance 
by the final due date for contributions for the plan year. 
 
In our experience, required quarterly installments are often late for reasons unconnected with the plan 
sponsor’s financial ability to make the payment, such as: 1) a late election by the plan sponsor to apply 
a funding balance towards the installment, 2) retroactively becoming late due to subsequent elections 
to reduce (deemed or otherwise) or apply funding balances, 3) decisions to apply current year 
contributions to the prior year in order to increase the current year’s funding ratios, or 4) simple 
administrative or procedural errors. Rarely does a late quarterly installment signal a plan sponsor’s 
actual financial distress or a plan’s imminent termination. 
 
Buck feels that a requirement to notify the PBGC of late quarterly installments, no matter how small an 
amount or how short a time late, would be unduly burdensome for plan sponsors and would not 
provide the PBGC with any additional meaningful data on the financial condition of plans or their 
sponsors. We urge the PBGC to waive the notice requirement for any late quarterly installments 
totaling less than $1 million if the installment is eventually satisfied by the final due date. 
 
III. AFTAP under 60% (§4043.36 - New Reportable Event) 
 
Buck does not disagree with this new notice requirement; however we believe that funding-based 
waivers, similar to those applying to events in I. above, should also apply to this Reportable Event. 
Since the funding balances are, with exceptions, subtracted from the assets in the determination of the 
AFTAP, there may be cases where a well funded plan will have a low AFTAP. For plans satisfying 
one of the funding-based tests, we believe reporting should be waived for this new reportable event. 
 
Buck appreciates the opportunity to comment on these proposed regulations. 
 

 
 
Tamara R. Shelton, F.S.A., F.C.A., E.A., M.A.A.A.  
Managing Director, Retirement  
Buck Consultants, an ACS Company  
Tamara.Shelton@buckconsultants.com  
phone: 972.628.6820 
 

 



Hewitt Associates LLC 

100 Half Day Road 
Lincolnshire. IL 60069 

Tel847.29S.S000 Fax 847.295.7634 
www.hewitt.com 

January 21. 2010 

RIN 1212-AB06 

Legislative and Regulatory Department 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
1200 K Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20005-4026 

Attention: Comments on Proposed Regulations Under ERISA Section 4043 (RIN 1212-AB06) 

Hewitt Associates ("Hewitt") is pleased to submit comments on the proposed changes by the Pension 

Benefit Guaranty Corporation ("PBGe") regarding regulations related to Reportable Events reporting to the 

PBGC under ERISA Section 4043. The proposed rule was published on November 23, 2009 in the Federal 

Register. 

Who We Are 

Hewitt Associates (www.hewitt.com) provides leading organizations around the world with expert human 
resources consuNing and outsourcing solutions to help them anticipate and solve their most complex 
benefits, talent. and related financial challenges. Hewitt consults with companies to design and implement a 

wide range of human resources, retirement, investment management. health management, compensation, 

and talent management strategies, With a history of exceptional client service since 1940, Hewitt has 

offices in 33 countries. 

Overall Comments on Proposed Changes 

We understand the need to change certain provisions of the existing regulation due to the changes in the 
Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA). However, we believe that the general elimination of the waivers and 

extensions currently in place for well-funded plans that are applicable to many of the reporting events will 

place an unnecessary burden on many plan sponsors. Rather than provide additional security to plan 

participants, these changes will actually discourage employers from maintaining ongoing defined benefit 
plans. Additionally, the new regulations will likely result in large quantities of information being provided to 
the PBGe that are not likely to add to the PBGe's ability to recognize and address early signs of financial 
distress. 

We believe many of the reporting waivers and extensions should be readdressed due to the potential for 
assessment of Significant penalties if an event were not reported or not reported timely, The difficult nature 

of gathering information for these events without any waivers will be difficult and lengthy for many plan 

sponsors. We also question the need for the PBGC to receive information from so many more plan 

sponsors than in prior years. 

Elimination of Waivers Will Place Undue Burdens on Many Plan Sponsors 

The elimination of reporting waivers for well-funded plans will place a great burden on plan sponsors and 

plan administrators to monitor, collect, and provide information to the PBGe (or subject the plan sponsor to 
penalties) in situations where there is neither increased risk to the PBGe nor risk of pending plan 

termination, For example, plan sponsors would need to monitor active participant counts daily, controlled 
group changes not affecting any pension plans, and even foreign-affiliated company events. For 
well-funded plans, these events should pose little risk to the PBGC. We believe the additional burdens on 

http://www.hewiitt.com
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these these plan plan sponsors sponsors is is not not warranted warranted and and places places them them at at a a disadvantage disadvantage to to other other employers employers that that only only 
sponsor sponsor defined defined contribution contribution plans. plans. 

The The elimination elimination of of the the foreign foreign entity entity waiver waiver will will also also add add a a significant significant burden burden for for monitoring monitoring and and collecting collecting 
information information on on foreign foreign operations. operations. Currently, Currently, it it Is Is unlikely unlikely that that multinational multinational organizations organizations coordinate coordinate 
information information related related to to reportable reportable events events data data for for foreign foreign entities entities with with U.S. U.S. plan plan sponsors sponsors since since there there is is no no 
need need to to do do so. so. For For foreign foreign parents parents with with only only small small U.S. U.S. operations, operations, it it will will be be particularly particularly complex complex for for the the 
U.S.-based U.S.-based plan plan sponsor sponsor to to gather gather foreign foreign Information Information across across the the entire entire controlled controlled group group in in order order to to meet meet 
the the reporting reporting obligation. obligation. Collecting Collecting this this information information for for large large multinational multinational organizations organizations will will be be complex complex and and 
time-consuming, time-consuming, If If available available at at all. all. Add Add to to this this that that the the pension pension plan plan (or (or plans) plans) may may be be extremely extremely well-funded well-funded 
and and in in no no danger danger of of termination, termination, and and it it seems seems unreasonable unreasonable to to require require sponsors sponsors to to collect, collect, analyze, analyze, and and 
provide provide information information when when an an event event only only relates relates to to a a foreign foreign entity. entity. 

Therefore, Therefore, we we believe believe that that maintaining maintaining funding-based funding-based waivers waivers and and foreign foreign entity entity waivers waivers should should be be 
continued continued for for most most events events similar similar to to the the current current waivers waivers and and extensions. extensions. 

Addltlonallnformation Addltlonallnformation Is Is Burdensome Burdensome to to Plan Plan Sponsors Sponsors and and PBGe PBGe 
Wrth Wrth the the proposed proposed additional additional required required information information necessary necessary for for every every reportable reportable event, event, reporting reporting would would 
require require potentially potentially hundreds hundreds of of pages pages of of information information to to be be filed filed for for an an event. event. For For example, example, forthe forthe active active 
participant participant reduction reduction reportable reportable event, event, the the existing existing rule rule requires requires information information that that is is provided provided on on only only a a 
two-page two-page form. form. The The proposed proposed changes changes would would require require providing providing the the plan plan document document and and amendment(s), amendment(s), the the 
plan plan valuation valuation report, report, adjusted adjusted funding funding target target attainment attainment percentage percentage (AFTAP) (AFTAP) certification, certification, and and potentially potentially a a 
discussion discussion of of material material changes changes from from the the prior prior valuation. valuation. This This is is a a substantial substantial increase increase in in information information to to 
provide, provide, especially especially for for a a plan plan that that is is well-funded. well-funded. 

The The PBGC PBGC estimated estimated that that it it will will receive receive 1,615 1,615 reportable reportable event event filings filings for for post-event post-event and and advance advance reportable reportable 
events events under under the the proposed proposed changes. changes. In In 2009, 2009, the the PBGC PBGC received received 1,206 1,206 filings. filings. We We believe believe the the increase increase in in 
reportable reportable event event filings filings will will be be much much greater greater than than the the additional additional 409 409 estimated estimated due due to to the the elimination elimination of of the the 
well-funded well-funded plan plan waivers, waivers, foreign foreign entity entity waivers, waivers, and and the the changes changes to to the the missed missed contribution contribution reportable reportable 
event. event. The The number number of of filings filings might might double double or or even even triple triple under under the the proposed proposed changes. changes. With With the the additional additional 
information information required required to to be be filed filed (either (either all all electronically electronically or or all all on on paper), paper), the the PBGC PBGC will will receive receive hundreds hundreds of of 
thousands, thousands, perhaps perhaps even even millions, millions, of of pages pages of of information information each each year. year. While While the the collection collection of of information information 
places places a a burden burden on on plan plan sponsors, sponsors, it it seems seems reasonable reasonable to to expect expect that that such such a a large large volume volume of of information information 
will will also also place place a a burden burden on on the the PBGC PBGC or, or, perhaps perhaps will will never never be be reviewed. reviewed. The The PBGC PBGC can can (and (and frequently frequently 
does) does) request request additional additional information information from from plan plan sponsors sponsors in in relation relation to to a a reportable reportable event. event. We We believe believe the the 
initial initial filing filing requirements requirements should should be be reduced reduced to to a a more more reasonable reasonable amount amount of of information. information. 

Finally, Finally, many many of of the the changes changes to to waivers waivers and and extensions extensions appear appear to to be be to to gather gather information information on on the the plan plan and and 
the the controlled controlled group. group. However, However, the the existing existing rules rules under under ERISA ERISA Section Section 4010 4010 already already provide provide detailed detailed 
controlled controlled group, group, financial, financial, and and plan plan information. information. Requiring Requiring similar similar information information on on an an event-by-event event-by-event basis basis 
without without reflecting reflecting any any situations situations where where a a sponsor sponsor or or controlled controlled group group would would not not need need to to report report is is overly overly 
burdensome, burdensome, repetitive, repetitive, and, and, we we believe, believe, unnecessary. unnecessary. 
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Specific Speclflc Comments Comments on on PPoostst--EEvent vent ReRepportable ortable EEveventnts s 
The The following following comments comments provide provide additadditiioonal nal examples examples and and concems concems relaled related 10 to specspecific ific proposed proposed changes changes to to 
several several of of the the post-event post-event reportable reportable events. events. Suggested Suggested changes changes or or clarifications clarifications of of specific specific provproviisions sions are are 
also also notednoted. . 

Active Active Participant Participant RReeduction duction 
TThhe e proposed proposed regulations regulations would would eliminate eliminale the the reporting reporting waivers waivers and and rreporting eporting extensions extensions applicable applicable to to this this 
event. event. We We believe believe these these changes changes go go well well beyond beyond those those necessary necessary to to conform conform to to the the changes changes in in PPAPPA . . 

Under Under the the proposed proposed rules(ules , , every every plan plan sponsor sponsor would would need need to to monitor monitor active active participant participant headcounts headcounts on on a a 
daily daily basis basis in in order order to to determine determine if if a a reduction reduction of of 20% 20% or or more more has has occurredoccurred. . Daily Daily monitoring monitoring would would be be 
necessary necessary ssince ince reporting reporting would would be be required required within within 30 30 days days of of the the date date the the active active participant participant reduction reduction 
occursoccurs. . Since Since all aU reporting reporting extensions extensions would would be be eliminatedeliminated, , plan plan sponsors sponsors would would not not be be able able to to rely rely on on using using 
annual annual participant participant counts counts from from PBGC PBGC premium premium calculations calculations or or annual annual FForm orm 5500 5500 counls counts to to compare compare 
changes changes iin n participants. participants. ThusThus. , every every plan plan sponsorsponsor, , even even those those with with only only well-funded well-funded plans. plans, would would need need to to 
establish establish internal internal procedures procedures to to monitor monitor participant participant headcountsheadcounts. . 

This This requrequ iirement rement is is overly overly burdensomeburdensome. . Most Most plan plan sponsors sponsors and and plan plan admadm iinistrators nistrators do do not not maintain maintain plan plan 
'participant" -participant" headcounts headcounls on on a a daily daily basbasis. is. RatherRather, , the the participants participants are are determined determined annually annually for for purposes purposes of of 
premiumspremiums. , FForm orm 5500 5500 reports, reports. and and annual annual actuarial actuarial valuvaluationsations. . In tn many many casescases. , specific specific criteria criteria relating relating to to 
age age and and servservice ice aare re nnecessary ecessary to to determine determine the the plan plan partparticipantsicipants. . It It would would be be very very ddifficulifficult t and and costly costly to to 
create create methods methods to to monmonitor itor partparticipant icipant counts counts on on a a dadally ily basbas is is based based on on plan plan rules rules or or to to provprovide ide data data to to load load 
iinto nto a a pension pension system system or or actuarial actuarial valuation valuation system system daity daily in in order order 10 to obtain obtain accurate accurate partpartiicipant cipant countscounts. . 

For For a a wellwell--funded funded plan. plan, tthhis is filing filing requirement requirement seems seems unnecessaryunnecessary. . For For example, example. a a well-funded well-funded plan plan with with 
few few active active participants participants does does not not pose pose a a significant significant risk risk to to the the PBGC, PBGC, yet yet may may easily easily have have a a 20% 20°/(1 reduction reduction in in 
active active participants participants during during the the year. year. A A pplan lan with with 1.000 1,000 inactive inactive participants participants and and ononly ty 50 50 active active participants part icipants 
would would need need to to report report if if during during the the year. year. 11 11 actactive ive participants participants have have terminated terminated even even if if the the next next day, day. five five new new 
employees employees are are added added to to the the planplan. . 

TThushus, , we we believe believe that that a a reporting reporting waiver waiver should should be be maintained maintained based based on on some some funding funding level level similsimilar ar to to the the 
current current rules. rules. In In additionaddition . , the the PBGe PBGC should should clarify clarify tthat hat the the event event need need not not be be monitored monitored on on a a daidailty y basis basis bul but 
instead. instead, be be based based on on annual annual particpartic iipant pant counts counts provided provided for for other other purposes purposes ((e.g., e.g .• PBGe PBGC premiumspremiums. , annual annual 
valuationsvaluations, , or or Form Form 5500 5500 filings) filings) for for all all situations situations other other than than a a plant plant shutdownshutdown. . 

The The existing existing requirements requirements for for reporting reporting waivers waivers and and extensions extensions provide provide ample ample information information to to the the PBGC PBGe in in 
situations situations where where partparticipant icipant counts counts are are dramatically dramatically decreased decreased specifically specifically due due to to a a plant plant closing. closing. TThe he 
requirements requirements under under ERlSA ERISA Sections Sections 4062(e4062(e) ) and and 40634063(a) (a) provprovide ide a a mechanism mechanism for for the the PBGC PBGe to to take take 
action action for for any any underfunded underfunded plans plans in in such such situationsituation. . HoweverHowever, . the the proposed proposed reportable reportable eevvent ent waiver waiver 
applicable applicable if if the the plan plan sponsor sponsor timely timely reports reports under under ERISA ERISA Section Section 40624062(a) (a) will will not not proprovide vide anany y SectSection ion 4043 4043 
relief relief to to plan plan sponsorssponsors. . ERISA ERISA SectSection ion 40624062((a) a) requrequires ires reportreporting ing wwithin ithin 60 60 days days of of the the eevent. vent, but but the the 
reportable reportable eevent vent is is required required to to be be reported reported within within 30 30 daysdays. . For For exampleexample, . assume assume a a plan plan sponsor sponsor intends intends to to 
report report under under ERISA ERISA Section Section 40624062((aa) ) due due to to a a plant plant shutdown shutdown and and thus thus does does not not report report for for the the active active 
participant participant reduction reduction rreportable eportable event. event. ll ater. ater, it it is is determined determined that that reportreporting ing under under Section Section 4062(a) 4062(a) was was not not 
required required because because operations operations were were not not ceased ceased at at a a single single facility facilily Iriggering triggering a a 4062(e) 4062(e) event. event. At At the the point pOint in in 
time time it it is is determined determined that that the the waiver waiver for for post-evenposl-evenl t reporting report ing no no longer longer existsexists . , the the reportreporting ing deadline deadline 
(30 (30 days days after after the the eventevent) ) may may have have already already passed. passed. 
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If If the the PBGC PBGC maintains maintains the the existing existing reportable reportable event event waivers waivers and and extensions, extensions, this this late late reporting reporting situation situation 
would would not not occur. occur. And, And, it it would would not not impact impact the the required required 60-day 60-day reporting reporting under under ERISA ERISA Section Section 4062(e) 4062(e) and and 
Section Section 4062(a) 4062(a) either. either. 

If If the the PBGC PBGC keeps keeps the the proposed proposed rule rule change, change, then then we we believe believe the the PBGC PBGC should should consider consider other other extensions extensions 
of of reporting reporting for for this this event. event. For For instance, instance, reporting reporting should should be be extended extended to to at at least least 60 60 days days to to match match reporting reporting 
under under ERISA ERISA Sections Sections 4062(e) 4062(e) and and 4062(a), 4062(a), or or even even later. later. 

Finally, Finally, as as part part of of changes changes to to reportable reportable event event requirements, requirements, we we believe believe that that the the PBGC PBGC should should clarify clarify that that a a 
spin-off spin-off of of participants participants and and benefits benefits within within the the controlled controlled group group does does not not result result in in a a reportable reportable event event for for an an 
active active participant participant reduction. reduction. (See (See the the 2006 2006 Blue Blue Book Book Q&A Q&A 14 14 (c).) (c).) Since Since reporting reporting under under the the Transfer Transfer of of 
Benefit Benefit liability liability event event would would no no longer longer be be waived waived under under the the proposed proposed changes, changes, the the PBGC PBGC should should also also 
clarify clarify that that reporting reporting for for a a spin-off spin-off of of partiCipants partiCipants outside outside the the controlled controlled group group is is not not an an active active participant participant 
reduction reduction (or (or is is waived waived if if reported reported under under the the Transfer Transfer of of Benefit Benefit Liability Liability Event). Event). 

Missed Missed Contribution Contribution 
While While a a missed missed contribution contribution may may in in some some cases cases signal signal an an increased increased risk risk for for the the PBGC, PBGC, it it does does not not in in all all 
cases. cases. Currently, Currently, reporting reporting is is waived waived if if the the missed missed contribution contribution is is contributed contributed within within 30 30 days. days. Under Under the the 
proposed proposed changes, changes, any any amount amount of of a a missed missed contribution contribution by by any any number number of of days days will will trigger trigger reporting reporting of of 
hundreds hundreds of of pages pages of of information, information, even even if if the the amount amount missed missed has has already already been been contributed contributed to to the the plan. plan. 
Under Under PPA PPA funding funding rules, rules, any any late late contributions contributions are are already already adjusted adjusted for for interest, interest, thus thus "making "making up· up· for for the the 
investment investment time time lost lost due due to to late late payment. payment. We We feel feel the the new new rules rules would would place place a a significant significant burden burden on on plan plan 
sponsors sponsors when when a a contribution contribution was was missed missed in in error error and and has has been been corrected. corrected. 

It It Is Is possible possible that that a a plan plan sponsor sponsor may may Inadvertently Inadvertently miss miss the the timing timing of of a a required required contribution. contribution. In In many many 
instances, instances, this this is is identified identified quickly quickly by by the the plan's plan's actuary actuary and and the the contribution contribution is is correctly correctly made. made. This This could could 
occur occur in in days days or or weeks. weeks. In In other other situations, situations, a a recomputation recomputation of of a a quarterly quarterly contribution contribution reflecting reflecting 
complicated complicated funding funding waivers waivers and and funding funding credit credit balances balances could could result result in in an an inadvertent inadvertent underpayment underpayment of of a a 
quarterly quarterly contribution. contribution. Again, Again, such such amounts amounts are are usually usually identified identified and and corrected corrected quickly quickly in in most most situations. situations. 
Finally, Finally, it it is is possible possible that that a a plan plan sponsor sponsor may may inadvertently inadvertently contribute contribute the the wrong wrong amount amount (e.g., (e.g., a a 
transposition transposition of of numbers) numbers) and and correct correct the the error error soon soon after after the the mistake mistake is is made. made. 

The The proposed proposed changes changes do do not not provide provide any any reporting reporting relief relief for for any any of of these these unintended unintended and and corrected corrected 
situations. situations. As As such, such, we we believe believe the the existing existing 30-day 30-day waiver waiver should should be be maintained maintained (since (since significant significant 
underpayments underpayments of of more more than than $1 $1 million million are are still still required required to to be be reported reported under under ERISA ERISA Section Section 303(k». 303(k». If If this this 
waiver waiver is is not not maintained, maintained, a a new new waiver waiver should should be be provided provided for for de de minimis minimis underpayments underpayments of of some some amount, amount, 
for for contributions contributions made made within within a a specified specified period period of of time, time, or or for for amounts amounts less less than than a a specified specified percentage percentage of of 
the the total total payment payment required. required. 

Currently, Currently, most most plan plan sponsors sponsors are are quick quick to to correct correct any any inadvertent inadvertent late late quarterly quarterly payment payment in in order order to to avoid avoid 
the the existing existing requirements requirements to to report report to to the the PBGC PBGC if if late late by by 30 30 days days or or more. more. If If such such waiver waiver of of reporting reporting is is 
eliminated, eliminated, this this incentive incentive to to correct correct the the contribution contribution quickly quickly will will no no longer longer exist. exist. Thus, Thus, by by requiring requiring sponsors sponsors 
to to report report under under the the proposed proposed change change (with (with the the additional additional volumes volumes of of Information), Information), the the PBGC PBGC may may actually actually 
cause cause a a delay delay in in plan plan contributions contributions and and therefore therefore not not necessarily necessarily be be protecting protecting participants' participants' benefits. benefits. 
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Change Change In In Contributing Contributing Sponsor Sponsor or or Controlled Controlled Group Group 
We We believe believe that that the the elimination elimination of of waivers waivers and and extensions extensions for for this this reporting reporting requirement requirement Is Is not not warranted. warranted. 
Currently, Currently, the the PBGe PBGe monitors monitors corporate corporate transactions transactions as as part part of of the the Early Early Warning Warning Program. Program. The The PBGC PBGC has has 
general general data data on on all all plans plans each each year year based based on on premium premium filings. filings. Additionally, Additionally, under under ERISA ERISA Section Section 4010, 4010, the the 
PBGe PBGe is is notified notified of of information information for for controlled controlled groups groups that that sponsor sponsor an an underfunded underfunded plan plan including including controlled controlled 
group, group, financial, financial, and and plan plan information. information. Thus, Thus, we we believe believe information information currently currently exists exists for for the the PBGe PBGe to to 
self-identify self-identify transactions transactions that that pose pose a a potential potential risk risk to to the the PBGC PBGC or or result result in in a a change change of of plan plan sponsorship. sponsorship. 

Reporting Reporting this this information information for for well-funded well-funded plans plans is is unnecessary unnecessary and and particularly particularly difficult difficult and and burdensome burdensome for for 
controlled controlled groups groups that that sponsor sponsor many many plans plans since since reporting reporting information information for for each each plan plan would would be be required. required. For For 
a a company company with with just just a a few few plans, plans, this this could could result result in in hundreds hundreds or or thousands thousands of of pages pages of of information information to to be be 
submitted. submitted. 

Furthermore, Furthermore, the the elimination elimination of of the the foreign foreign entity entity waiver waiver for for this this event event creates creates a a significant significant burden burden on on plan plan 
sponsors sponsors and and potentially potentially notifies notifies the the PBGC PBGC of of inconsequential inconsequential events. events. Many Many U.S. U.S. operations operations are are not not aware aware 
of of changes changes that that occur occur related related to to some some of of their their foreign foreign subsidiaries. subsidiaries. Requiring Requiring reporting reporting based based on on foreign foreign 
entity entity changes changes would would require require corporate corporate coordination coordination at at an an international international level. level. Most Most foreign foreign entities entities would would not not 
necessarily necessarily notify notify the the appropriate appropriate parties parties since since situations situations involving involving U.S. U.S. pension pension plans plans are are not not a a concern concern of of 
a a foreign foreign entity. entity. Even Even the the determination determination of of whether whether such such an an event event was was de de minimis minimis would would be be difficult difficult to to 
determine determine in in many many cases. cases. Finally, Finally, the the requirement requirement to to report report such such a a change change within within 30 30 days days for for an an event event 
related related to to a a foreign foreign entity entity would would be be very very difficult difficult to to achieve achieve do do to to the the level level of of coordination coordination necessary necessary and and 
readily readily available available access access to to such such information. information. 

We We propose propose that that the the PBGC PBGC maintain maintain the the existing existing waivers waivers for for well-funded well-funded plans plans and and foreign foreign entities. entities. If If a a 
complete complete waiver waiver for for foreign foreign entities entities is is not not maintained, maintained, we we believe believe a a de de minimis minimis test test for for foreign foreign entities entities 
should should be be established established well well in in excess excess of of the the 10% 10% de de minimis minimis segment segment currently currently provided. provided. 

Another Another concern concern is is that that the the existing existing and and proposed proposed post-event post-event reporting reporting requirement requirement for for this this event event is is based based 
on on 30 30 days days of of a a legally legally binding binding agreement agreement (written (written or or unwritten), unwritten), whether whether or or not not the the transaction transaction actually actually 
occurs. occurs. This This timing timing could could result result in in an an event event being being subject subject to to post-event post-event reporting reporting earlier earlier than than is is required required for for 
advance advance reporting reporting (which (which is is due due 30 30 days days prior prior to to the the effective effective date date of of the the event). event). The The PBGe PBGe should should allow allow 
post-event post-event reporting reporting based based on on the the later later of of the the legally legally binding binding agreement agreement and and 30 30 days days prior prior to to the the effective effective 
date date of of the the actual actual event. event. 

Finally, Finally, the the PBGC PBGC should should use use this this opportunity opportunity to to clarify clarify situations situations that that are are not not considered considered changes changes in in a a 
plan's plan's controlled controlled group. group. For For example, example, an an asset asset sale sale where where all all of of a a company's company's assets assets are are sold sold but but the the plan plan is is 
not not transferred transferred Is Is generally generally not not considered considered a a change change in in controlled controlled group group (or (or change change in in contributing contributing sponsor). sponsor). 
(See (See 2004 2004 Blue Blue Book Book Q&A Q&A 11.) 11.) 

Transfer Transfer of of Benefit Benefit Liabilities Liabilities 
The The PBGC PBGC proposes proposes to to eliminate eliminate all all existing existing waivers waivers for for this this event. event. We We believe believe the the waiver waiver for for fully fully funded funded 
plans plans should should be be maintained maintained since since the the PBGe PBGe is is not not exposed exposed to to any any additional additional risk risk after after the the transfer. transfer. The The 
PBGC PBGC will will be be notified notified of of the the change change in in plan plan sponsorship sponsorship via via premium-related premium-related information. information. Also, Also, since since the the 
Internal Internal Revenue Revenue Service Service (IRS) (IRS) does does not not request request a a 5310-A 5310-A filing filing for for de de minimis minimis mergers mergers (those (those where where the the 
value value of of assets assets being being transferred transferred equals equals the the present present value value of of the the accrued accrued benefits benefits and and is is less less than than 3% 3% of of 
assets), assets), we we believe believe that that the the existing existing waiver waiver for for a a de de minimis minimis transfer transfer (which (which currently currently matches matches the the IRS IRS 
definition) definition) should should be be maintained. maintained. 
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The The information information proposed proposed to to be be collected collected for for this this event event is is also also particularly particularly burdensome burdensome and and we we believe believe 
unnecessary. unnecessary. Depending Depending on on the the size size and and public public nature nature of of the the transferee's transferee's controlled controlled group, group, in in many many cases cases 
this this information information will will be be difficult difficult to to obtain obtain and and provide provide to to the the PBGC. PBGC. While While the the PBGC PBGC has has proposed proposed that that the the 
filer filer may may file file a a statement statement that that such such information information is is not not available available with with reasonable reasonable diligence, diligence, it it Is Is not not clear clear what what 
steps steps a a filer filer must must take take to to assess assess what what is is reasonable. reasonable. It It is is likely likely very very few few filers filers will will be be able able to to obtain obtain such such 
Information Information and and the the PBGC PBGC will will likely likely only only receive receive this this statement. statement. And, And, since since the the name name of of the the controlled controlled 
group group will will be be provided provided as as part part of of this this reportable reportable event, event, the the PBGe PBGe can can cross-reference cross-reference any any Information Information 
already already filed filed for for that that controlled controlled group, group, if if any. any. Thus, Thus, we we recommend recommend the the PBGe PBGe remove remove the the requirement requirement to to 
provide provide information information on on the the transferee's transferee's controlled controlled group group from from Information Information to to be be reported reported for for this this event. event. 

The The proposed proposed rules rules also also require require the the plan plan document, document, actuarial actuarial valuation valuation (with (with a a statement statement of of material material 
modifications), modifications), the the most most recent recent AFTAP, AFTAP, and and most most recent recent month-end month-end market-value market-value statement statement of of plan plan assets. assets. 
We We believe believe this this Information Information should should not not be be required required for for plans plans which, which, after after the the transfer, transfer, both both the the transferor transferor 
and and transferee transferee plans plans are are fully fully funded. funded. (As (As suggested suggested above, above, we we believe believe the the existing existing waiver waiver for for such such plans plans 
should should be be maintained maintained which which would would also also rectify rectify this this Situation.) Situation.) 

The The existing existing provision, provision, which which allows allows for for providing providing a a copy copy ofthe ofthe 5310-A 5310-A (If (If filed filed with with the the IRS) IRS) to to the the extent extent 
required required information information for for reporting reporting is is included, included, should should also also be be maintained. maintained. 

Finally, Finally, the the final final rule rule should should clarify clarify the the date date for for determining determining when when a a transfer transfer of of benefit benefit liabilities liabilities has has 
occurred. occurred. The The determination determination of of whether whether the the plan plan liabilities liabilities represent represent 3% 3% of of all all plan plan liabilities liabilities may may not not occur occur 
at at the the date date the the transfer transfer Is Is effective. effective. The The event event should should be be reportable reportable based based on on the the determination determination of of the the actual actual 
amount amount of of the the asset asset transfer, transfer, at at which which point point the the filer filer will will have have "knowledge" "knowledge" of of the the event. event. 

Loan Loan Default Default 
As As previously previously commented commented for for other other events, events, we we believe believe that that the the current current waiver waiver for for a a foreign foreign entity entity should should be be 
maintained maintained for for this this event. event. It It may may be be extremely extremely difficult difficult for for a a plan plan sponsor sponsor to to obtain obtain information information on on loan loan 
defaults defaults for for foreign foreign subsidiaries. subsidiaries. 

The The PBGe PBGe also also proposes proposes to to collect collect financial financial statements statements for for all all controlled controlled group group members, members, unless unless the the 
information information is is publicly publicly available. available. This This may may require require a a substantial substantial amount amount of of time time and and effort, effort, particularly particularly if if the the 
loan loan default default is is due due to to a a foreign foreign entity entity only. only. For For plan plan sponsors sponsors that that are are not not required required to to file file information information with with the the 
PBGe PBGe under under ERISA ERISA Section Section 4010 4010 for for underfunded underfunded plans, plans, gathering gathering Information Information for for this this filing filing within within 30 30 days days 
would would be be particularly particularly challenging. challenging. Since Since the the PBGC PBGC has has the the ability ability to to follow follow up up to to request request additional additional 
information information as as necessary, necessary, this this information information should should be be eliminated eliminated from from the the reportable reportable event event filing filing and and 
requested requested only only in in situations situations where where the the PBGe PBGe determines determines the the information information is is needed needed and and is is not not otherwise otherwise 
available. available. 

A A related related unintended unintended consequence consequence of of the the proposed proposed rules rules could could be be even even more more important. important. Some Some loan loan 
covenants covenants contain contain representations, representations, warranties, warranties, and and events events of of default, default, that that are are tied tied to to the the absence absence of of a a 
non-waiVed non-waiVed reportable reportable event. event. Thus, Thus, the the removal removal of of nearly nearly every every waiver waiver of of reportable reportable events events may may potentially potentially 
be be a a trigger trigger for for a a loan loan to to be be accelerated accelerated or or renegotiated. renegotiated. Not Not only only would would a a loan loan default default possibly possibly trigger trigger this this 
reportable reportable event event itself, itself, but but more more importantly, importantly, the the increase increase in in reportable reportable events events due due to to the the removal removal of of most most 
waivers waivers could could result result in in loan loan negotiations negotiations with with negative negative consequences consequences for for the the organization. organization. We We strongly strongly 
encourage encourage the the PBGe PBGe to to review review this this situation situation In In more more detail detail prior prior to to providing providing final final rules. rules. 
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Bankruptcy 
For this reporting event, we believe that the foreign entity waiver should be maintained. It is unlikely plan 
sponsors will have knowledge of small events in a foreign operation, and as previously mentioned 
coordination of such information on a daily basis would be exfremely difficult and burdensome for a large 
multinational organization. 

Adjusted Funding Target Attainment Percentage Under 600"'" 
This is a new reporting event with no applicable waivers. If a plan sponsor reports this event to the PBGC, 
then any subsequent reporting for the same plan year should be waiVed. For example, if reporting is 
required due to the presumed AFTAP falling below 60% for the plan year, and the Enrolled Actuary later 
certifies the AFTAP for the same plan year to be less than 60%, the second reportable event should be 
waived. In addition, we believe that the reportable event should be waived for subsequent plan years as 
well since once reported, the PBGC will be able to monitor the plan's funded status without receiving any 
additional Information. Since a plan Is frozen and lump sums (or other prohibited payments) cannot 
generally be paid when a plan's presumed AFTAP or certified AFTAP is less than 60% (other than certain 
frozen plans), the PBGC is at no additional risk in subsequent plan years. These comments apply for 
purposes of the proposed advance reporting event as well. 

Asset Transfer to Retiree Health Account or Subsequent Reduction in Funding Ratio 
The addition of this reportable event seems to have no relevance to plans which are a cause for a concern 
to the PBGC. Transfers to retiree health accounts can only occur for plans that are very well-funded 
(e.g., more than 120% funded). Plans which provide for a multi-year transfer already must commit to 
maintaining the funded ratio far above a level that would cause a risk to the PBGC. We recommend that the 
PBGC not treat this as a reportable event. 

Conclusion 
While we understand the need for some changes to the reportable event rules, we believe that these new 
rules as currently drafted will not result In taking ·steps to encourage plan contlnuation.ft These burdensome 
reporting requirements will create an even greater negative reaction to defined benefit plans, potentially 
leading to more standard plan terminations leaving fewer plans to fund the PBGC, and leaving only the 
plans most at risk for the PBGC to insure (those not funded well enough to terminate in a standard plan 
termination). Our primary concern is the elimination of reasonable waivers and extensions as provided in 
the current rules. We suggest changes to the proposed requirements that will be more reasonable and 
better meet the goal of encouraging plan continuation for all plan sponsors. 

If the PBGC still believes that additional reporting and changes are necessary to maintain the private 
defined benefit system in the United States, then a process similar to the 1996 changes should be 
consldered-wherein plan sponsor groups and the PBGC came to a mutually acceptable agreement for the 
new rules and reporting requirements that addressed both groups concerns. 
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We We appreciate appreciate the the opportunity opportunity to to submit submit these these comments. comments. If If you you have have any any questions questions or or comments comments 
regarding regarding the the information information provided, provided, please please contact contact me me at at 1-847-442-3248. 1-847-442-3248. 

Sincerely, Sincerely, 

Hewitt Hewitt Associates Associates LLC LLC 

Monica Monica L. L. Gajdel Gajdel 
(847) (847) 442-3248 442-3248 
monica.gajdel@hewitt.com monica.gajdel@hewitt.com 
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Legislative and Regulatory Department 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
1200 K Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005-4026 
 
 
Re:   Comments on Proposed Regulations –  

Regulation Identifier Number (RIN) 1212‐AB06 
 
 
Independent Actuaries, Inc. (IAI) appreciates this opportunity to comment on the proposed 
regulations relating to PBGC reportable events. IAI is an independent pension consulting 
firm founded in 1994 and located in Beaverton, Oregon. Our eight Enrolled Actuaries and 
nine other credentialed consulting staff and analysts provide actuarial services primarily 
for defined benefit plans, and many of these plans are for small employers. 
 
While we admire the PBGC for its efforts to encourage plan continuation, we believe that 
the proposed changes will have the opposite effect for small employers; complexity and 
costs of administering defined benefit plans steer employers away from sponsoring such 
plans. For a small employer, the time and money spent in preparing these filings, or the 
actions necessary to avoid the filings, may outweigh the employer’s perceived benefits of 
sponsoring a defined benefit plan.  
 
Most of our recommendations pertain to very small plans (25 or fewer participants). Just as 
small businesses are a critical part the U.S. economy, the pension plans of these employers 
are a critical part of the retirement security for working Americans. 
 
 

Summary of Recommendations 
 

The following is a summary of IAI’s recommendations, the basis for which is described in 
greater detail in the Discussion of Issues section.  
 
IAI recommends that the current filing waivers, including that for missed or late 
quarterly installments if not motivated by financial inability to pay, be retained for plans 
with 25 or fewer participants, as these plans pose little or no risk to the PBGC. These 
plans typically cover a majority owner, who will elect to forego benefits if the plan is not 
fully funded upon plan termination. 
 

15725 Southwest Greystone Court, Suite 102
Beaverton, Oregon 97006-6016

Voice:  503.520.0848
Fax:  503.520.1147

www.independentactuaries.com
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IAI recommends that the new Low AFTAP reportable event be waived for certain 
plans. A new plan that grants prior service for benefit accrual will always be required to 
report this event in its initial year, which could discourage establishment of a plan. Many 
small plans that are well funded may become subject to a presumed AFTAP of less than 
60% merely because the certification could not be completed in a timely manner. Required 
event filing for these plans would waste the resources of the sponsor and the PBGC. 

 
 

Discussion of Issues 
 
The removal of automatic waivers for very small plans (25 or fewer participants) will 
unduly add to the cost and complexity of administering these plans. The cost, in time and 
money, of adhering to the filing requirements for the reportable events, or changing 
business practices in order to avoid the filings, may be deterrents to a small employer 
considering installation of a defined benefit plan. New filings in addition to those already 
required for an ongoing plan may be the last straw that pushes a sponsor into the decision 
to terminate the plan.  
 
1. Proposed Elimination of Automatic Filing Waiver for Active Participant 

Reduction 
 
IAI recommends that the Automatic Filing Waiver for this event be retained for 
very small plans, in consideration of the facts outlined below.  
 
A small plan waiver is currently available for the active participant reduction event. 
Normal turnover in a very small plan could trigger this event filing. Requiring 
small plans to report a reduction of workforce would complicate normal business 
operations for the plan sponsor and create unnecessary paperwork for the PBGC. 
The reported information will not provide the PBGC with pertinent information on 
the financial security of the plan or its sponsor. 
 
For example, a plan that has four participants would be required to file if only one 
participant terminated employment, and his replacement does not enter the plan 
within the plan year under the very common 1-year eligibility requirement. The one 
participant could have terminated due to normal attrition, and have been replaced 
by another employee, but the participant reduction based on the numbers alone 
would require filing, with its additional administration efforts and costs.  

 
2. Proposed Elimination of Automatic Filing Waiver for Missed Contribution 

 
IAI recommends that the Automatic Filing Waiver for this event be retained for 
very small plans, in consideration of the facts outlined below. 
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A small plan waiver is currently available when the plan sponsor chooses not to 
make quarterly required contributions. Small employers frequently wait until close 
to the last available date to make contributions in order to strategically manage 
their cash flow, or delay making the first one or two quarterly deposits until the 
valuation is complete, to ensure that all contributions are fully deductible. 
Removing this waiver will require small employers to either change the way they 
do business and manage their money, or comply with burdensome and costly 
paperwork, either of which could be a major deterrent to plan sponsorship. 
 

3. Proposed Addition of New Reportable Event – AFTAP less than 60% 
 
The addition of a low AFTAP reportable event is understandable, in general. IAI 
recommends that an automatic filing waiver for the event be established for new 
plans, and for certain very small plans, in consideration of the facts outlined below. 
 
IAI recommends an automatic filing waiver for newly established plans. A newly 
established plan which grants past service credit will always have an AFTAP of 0% 
in its initial year. A reportable event filing caused solely by a plan design that 
otherwise best meets the sponsor’s needs could deter a plan sponsor from 
establishing a plan.  

 
IAI recommends an automatic filing waiver for a very small plan if plan assets are 
sufficient to cover benefits for all participants other than the majority owner. The 
burden on the sponsor to comply with the proposed regulation is out of proportion 
with the tiny risk posed to PBGC by this kind of plan.  

 
 

     
 
 
We understand that the PBGC is seeking a balance between reporting requirements and 
undue administration for reportable events. Unfortunately, an elimination of virtually all 
waivers will tip these reportable events to undue administration. The retirement 
community is already stretched to educate sponsors and adhere to new IRS reporting, 
elections, and funding requirements under PPA that have added complexity and costs to 
administering a defined benefit plan. We fear that these regulations, if implemented as 
proposed, could cause many more small employers to reconsider sponsoring defined 
benefit plans. As benefit consultants, we want to do everything we can to make defined 
benefit plans easier to understand and administer. Please consider our recommendations 
and help us keep DB plans alive. Please contact us if you have any questions or comments 
concerning the matters discussed above. 
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Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

  

 
Sara Ark, ASA, EA, MAAA 

  
Jan Mansheim, QPA

  

 
Penelope S. Butler, ASA, EA, MAAA 

 
Elizabeth A. Moore, FSA, EA, MAAA 

  

  
Steven L. Diess, EA, MAAA 

  
Nina Pileggi, ASA, EA, MAAA 

  

 
Karen Dunn, EA, MSPA, QPA 

  
Alan J. Stonewall, FSPA, MAAA, EA 

  

  
Paul L. Engstrom, FSA, EA, MAAA 

 
Carla J. Tate, QPA
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RIN RIN 1212-AB06 1212-AB06 
Legislative legislative and and Regulatory Regulatory Department Department 
Pension Pension Benefit Benefit Guaranty Guaranty Corporation Corporation 
1200K 1200K Street Street NWNW.., , 
Washington, Washington, DC DC 20005-4026 20005-4026 

This This letter letter is is the the response response otTowers ofTowers Watson Watson to to proposed proposed changes changes to to PBGePBGe's 's reportable reportable events events 
regulation regulation under under section section 4043 4043 of of ERISA, ERISA, as as published published on on November November 23, 23. 2009 2009 in in Ihthe e Federal Federal Register. Register. 
Towers Towers Watson Watson is is a a leading leading global global professional professional services services company company Ihal that helps helps organorganizations izations improve improve 
performance performance through through effective effective peoplepeople, , risk risk and and financfinancial ial management. management. Established Established on on January January 11,, 20102010, , 
as as a a combination combination of of the the former former Watson Watson Wyatt Wyatt and and Towers Towers PerPerrrin, in, Towers Towers Watson Watson offers offers solutions solutions in in the the 
areas areas of of employee employee benefitsbenefits, , talent talent managementmanagement, , rreewards, wards, and and risk risk and and capicapita! tal management. management. Towers Towers 
Watson Watson employs employs approximately approximately 14,000 14,000 associates associates on on a a woworldwide rldwide basisbasis. . Our Our more more than than 6600 00 Enrolled Enrolled 
Actuaries Actuaries under under ERERISA ISA provide provide actuarial actuarial and and consulting consulting services services to to more more than than 11,,500 500 defined defined benefit benefit plans plans 
iin n ththe e US. US. The The undersigned undersigned have have prepared prepared our our firm's firm's response response with with input input from from others others in in the the firm. firm. 

We We recognize recognize the the concerns concerns ththat at led ted to to these these proposed proposed cchanges, hanges, given given PBGe'PBGC's s current current financial financial conditcondition ion 
and and the the erosion erosion of of ththe e funded funded status status of of many many defined defined benefit benefit plans plans due due to to the the current current economeconomic ic 
conditionsconditions. . The The severity severity of of recent recent economic economic events events has has no no doubt doubt increased increased concerns concerns about about the the 
timtimeliness eliness of of information information and and the the range range of of plans plans that that could could present present risks risks to to the the agencyagency. . HoweverHowever, , we we urge urge 
the the agency agency to to remember remember the the protections protections that that were were jusjust t put put in in place place by by the the Pension Pension Protection Protection Act Act of of 2006 2006 
((PPAPPA)), , including including significant significant new new rules rules wwith ith respect respect to to plan plan fundfundinging , , benefit benefit restrictionsrestrictions, , reporting reporting and and 
disclosuredisclosure. . These These new new rules rules wewere re adopted adopted to to prevent prevent a a rapid rapid downward downward spiral spiral iin n funded funded status status from from 
occurring occurring and and to to provide provide more more current current notification notification of of a a planplan's 's funded funded status status to to participants participants and and tthe he PBGe. PBGC. 
We We believe believe these these additional additional PPA PPA protectioprotections ns should should be be effective effective in in accomplishing accomplishing these these objectiveobjectives. s. While While 
this this does does not not eliminate eliminate the the agency's agency's need need for for current current information, information, it it does does suggest suggest that that other other available available 
sosoururces ces of of information information may may be be sufficient sufficient to to meet meet PBGe's PBGe's needs needs without without adding adding to to the the already already sigsignificant nificant 
amoamount unt oof f regulation regulation which which applies applies tto o defined defined benefit benefit plan plan sponsors. sponsors. 
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We We appreciate appreciate the the opportunity opportunity to to comment comment on on the the proposed proposed changes. changes. Our Our commencomments ts generally generally follow follow the the 
sections sections contained contained in in the the changes changes outlined outlined in in the the Federal Federal Register. Register. 

PropoProposed sed Changes Changes in in Automatic Automatic Waivers Waivers and and ExtensionExtensions s 

We We agree agree entirely entirely with with PBGe's PBGe's statement statement on on page page 61251 61251 of of the the Federal Federal Register Register of of the the need need to to strike strike 
""the the correct correct balance balance between between ensuring ensuring relevant relevant informinformation ation is is received received timely timely and and increased increased reporting reporting 
burden burden on on tthhe e reguregu lalatted ed communitycommunity: : We We bebelieve lieve this this should should be be a a kkey ey consideration consideration in in esesttablishing ablishing 
addiaddititional onal rreporting eporting requirequirements rements for for sponsors sponsors of of single-employer single-employer defined defined benefit benefit plans. plans. We We bebe lilieve eve tthat hat 
much much of of the the information information nenecessary cessary for for the the PBGe PBGe to to fufulfill lfill its its mission mission is is aalready lready available available ffrom rom other other 
sources, sources. so so we we are are concerned concerned that that elimielimination nation of of the the current current waivers waivers for for certain certain reportable reportable events events will will tip tip 
the the balance balance ltoward oward over-regulation, over-regulation , particularly particularly for for reasonably reasonably well-funded well-funded plans plans sponsored sponsored by by public public 
company company employersemployers. . 

We We are are also also concerned concerned tthaihat, , under under the the proposalsproposals, , reporting reporting requrequirements irements would would be be iincreased ncreased iin n many many 
situations situations in in which which there there is is minimal minimal risk risk to to PBGe. PBGe. Such Such a a situation situation would would increase increase costs costs and and risks risks of of 
inadverteninadvertent t non-compliance non-compliance for for plan plan sponsors, sponsors, while while simulsimultanetaneously ously drastically drastically increasing increasing the the number number of of 
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reportable reportable event evenl filings filings PBGe PBGe receives receives (making (making it it potentially potentially more more difficult difficult for for PBGe PBGe to to timely timely identify identify and and 
act act on on situations situations thai thai indicate indicate a a reareal l risk risk to to PBGe)PBGe). . 

The The PBGe PBGe already already receives receives (or (or can can access access from from other other governmental governmental organizaorganizations tions or or oother ther sourcessources) ) 
information information on on single single employer employer plan plan sponsors sponsors and and their their plans plans incluincludingding: : 

• • Form Form 5500 5500 and and its its many many schedules schedu les 

• • Form Form 5310-A 5310-A filings filings for for transfertransfers s of of benefit benefit liabilitliabilities ies outside outside of of the the controlled controlled group group 

• • ERISA ERISA 4010 401 0 filings filings 

• • Reporting Reporting under under ERISA ERISA § § 4063(a) 4063{a) and and § § 4062(e) 4062(e) 

• • PBGe's PBGe's EarEarlly y Warning Warning Program Program under under TechnicaTechnical l Update Update 00-3 00-3 

• • Annual Annual Funding Funding Notices Notices under under ERISA ERISA §101{f) §101(f) 

• • Estimated Estimated and and Comprehensive Comprehensive PBGe PBGe Premium Premium filings filings 

• • National National and and local local media media sources sources 

We We believe believe thatthat, , in in most most cases, cases, these these sources sources are are sufficient sufficient to to providprovide e the the information information PBGe PBGe needs needs to to 
fulfill fulfill iits ts mission mission -- partparticularly icularly for for larger, larger, well-funded well-funded pension pension plans plans sponsored sponsored by by public public companiescompanies , , 
supplemented supplemented by by information information PBGe PBGe may may rerequest quest in in appropriate appropriate situations. situations. For For example, example. ERERIISA SA Section Section 
101{f) 101(f) requires requires sponsors sponsors to to provide. provide, not not later later than than 120 120 days days after after the the close close of of the the pplan lan year, year, a a funding funding 
notice notice tto o participants participants and and the the PBGePBGe. . IIncluded ncluded in in this this notice notice is is an an estimate estimate of of yearyear--end end assets assets and and 
liabilitiesliabilities. . Further, Further. §101(f) §101{f) requires requires that that year-end year-end estimates estimates must must be be adjusted adjusted as as follows: follows: ""in in the the case case of of 
any any plan plan amendment, amendment, scheduled scheduled benefit benefit increase increase or or reductionreduction, , or or other other known known event event laking taking effect effect in in tthe he 
current current plan plan year year and and having having a a material material effect effect on on plan plan liabilities liabilities or or assets assets for for the the year year (as (as defined defined in in 
regulations regulations by by the the Secretary), Secretary), an an explanation explanation of of the the amendment, amendment, sd1eduled sd1eduled increase increase or or reduction, reduction, or or 
event, event, and and a a projection projection to to the the end end of of such such plan plan year year of of the the effect effect oof f the the amendment, amendment, scheduled scheduled inincreascrease e 
or or reduction, reduction, or or event event on on plan plan liabilitiesliabilities: : Given Given tthe he timeliness timeliness and and wealth wealth of of information information provprovided ided in in this this 
notice, notice, we we were were surprised surprised that that PBGe PBGe chose chose to to waive waive filing filing of of the the notice notice with with the the PBGe PBGe by by plans plans with with 
liabil~ies liabil~ies that that did did not not exceed exceed asseassets ts by by more more than than $50 $50 million. million. HoweverHowever. , we we note note that that the the PBGe paGe reserved reserved 
its its right right to to requrequire ire filing filing of of the the notice notice within w~hin 30 30 days days oof f a a PBGe PBGe request. request. 

In In summary, summary, we we recommend recommend that that PBGe PBGe retain retain reasonable reasonable waiver waiver and and extension extension rules rules to to target target reporting reporting 
requirements requirements to to the the situations situations mosllikely most likely to to pose pose a a risk risk to \0 PBGe, PBGe, and and make make wider wider use use of of publicly publicly 
available available information information to to identify identify any any additadditionaional l situations situations iin n which which the the PBGe paGe bebe lliieves eves it il requires requires more more 
detailed detailed information information from from a a plan plan sponsor sponsor to to assess assess its its risk. risk. 

ThereforeTherefore, , with with respect respect to to all all of of the the post·event post·event notices notices included included iin n the the chart chart on on pages pages 661249 1249 and and 61250, 61250 , 
we we propose propose that that each each relevant relevant event event be be waived waived for for all all larger. larger, well-funded well-funded plans plans based based on on current current waiver waiver 
rulesrules. , In In addition, addition, the the current current extension extension rules rules should should also also apply apply to to these these plansplans. . For For purposes purposes of of applying applying 
the the current current rules rules to to the the postpost-e-event vent notices notices listed listed in in this th is chart, chart, a a larger, larger, well-funded well· funded plan plan could could be be defined defined 
(for (for example) example) as as a a plan plan with with at at least least 100 100 partparticlpants icipants and and with with a a certified certified or or presumed presumed AFTAP AFTAP (whichever (whichever 
shall shall be be in in effect effect as as ofthe of the event) event) of of at at least least 80%, 80%, such such AFT AFTAP AP determined determined without without subtraction subtraction of of any any 
carryover carryover or or prefunding prefunding balance. balance. We We could could also also support support a a threshold threshold for for defining defining a a larger larger plan plan of of 500 500 
participantsparticipants. , aggregating aggregating all all participants participants in in ptans plans sponsored sponsored wwithin ithin the the controlled controlled group group for for Ihis this purposepurpose. . 

On On page page 61251, 61251, the the PBGe PBGe notes notes Ihat that of of the the 88 88 small small plans plans termterm iinanated ted in in 2007 2007 distress distress terminationsterminations, , 21 21 
involved involved situations situations where where waivers waivers deprived deprived PSGe PBGe of of sufficient sufficient warning. warning. UndUnder er the the proposal proposal outlined outlined 
aboveabove, , the the PSGe PBGe would would still still be be able able 10 to mitigate mitigate these these ddistress istress situations, situations, as as the the waivers waivers would would only only be be 
available available to to larger, larger, well-funded well-funded plans. plans. Such Such an an approach approach would would also also mitigate mitigate the the considerable considerable compliance compliance 
burdens burdens that that would would otherwise otherwise be be imposed imposed on on larger, larger, more more dynamic dynamic organizations organizations tto o monitor monitor and and analyze analyze 
ongoing ongoing changes changes in in the the controlled controlled group group that thai are are unlunl ikely ikely to to have have any any effect effect on on ththe e risk risk that that a a well well funded funded 
pplan lan poses poses to to PBGePBGe. . 
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Note Note that that the the recommendation recommendation above above would would also also not not make make waivers waivers available available to to plans plans sponsored sponsored by by 
companies companies subject subject to to advance advance reportingreporting . . 

Late Late Contributions Contributions 

It It appears appears that that PBGe PBGe not not ononly ly intends intends to to eliminate eliminate the the waiver waiver for for smaller smaller missed missed contributions contributions (i(i..e e ... . those those 
for for which which a a Form Form 200 200 is is not not required) required) which which are are cured cured within within 30 30 days, days, but but also also inteintends nds to to treat treat a a lale late 
electelection ion to to apply apply funding funding standard standard carryovcarryover er balance balance or or prefunding prefunding balance balance on on a a par par with with a a late late 
contrcontributionibution , . ThThe e combination combination of of these these changes changes is is llikeikely ly to to result result in in a a large large number number of of reportable reportable event evenl 
filings filings bebeiing ng required required in in ssiituations tuations where where the the risk risk to to PBGe PBGe appears appears to to be be minimal minimal oor r nonexistent. nonexistent. It II is is 
difficult difficult to to see see the the bebenefit nefit to to the the PBGe PBGe of of having having the the plan plan sponsor sponsor provide provide a a reportable reportable event event filing filing for for a a 
relarelatively tively small small contribution contribution (o(or r even even a a lalarger rger one) one) made made a a few few days days late late due due to to minor minor administrative administrative 
delays delays (e.g(e.g., ., an an unforeseen unforeseen delay delay in in cullculling ing a a check check or or preparpreparing ing a a wwire ire transfer), transfer), when when the the llate ate 
contribution contribution has has already already been been cured cured before before the the filing fil ing can can be be preparedprepared . , The The related related cost cost to to the the plan plan 
sponsor sponsor of of preparpreparing ing the the filfiling ing may may be be significant. significant. This This is is particularly particularly true true if if the the PBGC PBGC intends intends to to rerequire quire 
ththe e significantly significantly expanded expanded iinformatnformation ion ddiiscussed scussed on on page page 61253 6 1253 for for "v"virtuairtually lly every every reportable reportable events events 
filingfiHng" " ((ii..ee.., , current current asset asset statements, statements, AFTAP AFTAP certifications, certifications, valuatvaluation ion reports reports including including or or supplemented supplemented by by 
the the list list of of informatinformation ion required required by by regulation regulation § § 401 401 0.8(a)(11))0.8(a)(11)). . 

In In addition, addition, it it is is difficult difficult to to see see how how an an increased increased risk risk is is posed posed to to the the PBGC PBGC if if ththe e sponsor sponsor of of a a plan plan with with a a 
large large credit credit balance balance available available to to be be applied applied against against a a quarterly quarterly requrequired ired contrcontribution ibution completes completes the the 
election election to to apply apply such such ccredredit it balance balance "late". "late". Currently, Currenlly, there there is is enough enough regulatregulatory ory uncertainty uncertainty about about the the 
rules ru les for for such such elections elections (e(e.g .g.. ., interest interest crediting cred iting rules) rules) that that some some contribucontributtions ions may may be be determined determined to to have have 
been been ""lalatete" " due due solely solely to to reguregu latory latory uncertainty uncertainty as as to to the the amount amount of of credit credit babalance lance as as of of the the valuation valuation date date 
that that must must be be applapplied ied to to meet meet the the quarterly quarterly required required contributiocontribution. n. Moving Moving forward forward (i.e., (i.e., after after the the regulatory regulatory 
uncertainty uncertainty is is resoresollved) ved) there there wwill ill ststill ill be be ssituations ituations where where a a plan plan sponsor sponsor may may wind wind up up ((for for a a variety variety of of 
reasoreasons) ns) applying applying a a credcredit it balance balance to to satisfy satisfy a a contribution, contribution. but but making making the the election election "l"lateate"". . Because Because no no 
cash cash contribution contribution was was actually actually required, required , the the harm harm tto o the the plan plan and and PBGC PBGC appears appears minimal minimal and and does does not not 
appear appear to to justify justify the the cost cost to to the the plan plan sponsor sponsor of of treating treating that that eveevent nt on on a a par par with with a a latlate e cash cash contribucontributiontion. . 

Changes Changes Proposed Proposed for for Reporting Reporting Active Active Participant Participant Reductions Reductions 

We We agree agree with with PBGC's PBGC's proposals proposals to to clarclarify ify that that ththe e active active partpartiicipant cipant reduction reduction post-event post-event notice notice would would be be 
wawaived ived if if the the PBGC PBGC has has received received an an active active participant participant redreduction uction notice notice within within the the past past year. year. We We think think iit t iis s 
uunnecessary nnecessary to to potentpotentially ially provide provide this this notice notice on on a a daily daily basbasis is after after the the initial initial notice. notice. We We also also agree agree with with 
the the proposed proposed change change to to waive waive reportable reportable event event notices notices for for active active participant participant reductions reductions that that are are reported reported 
under under ERISA ERISA 4063(a)4063(a). . 

Clarification Clarification of of CCertain ertain Reportable Reportable Events Events 

We We concur concur that that the the reportable reportable events events described described in in ERERISA ISA sections sections 4043.254043.25, , 44043.26043.26, , 4043.32 4043.32 rrequired equired 
cclarification larification on on certain certain issues issues and and support support the the clarifications clarifications included included in in the the proposal. proposal. 

New New Proposed Proposed Reportable Reportable Events Eve nts 

We We can can see see arguments arguments for for including including the the issuance issuance of of an an AFTAP AFTAP certification certification below below 60%, 60%, or or when when a a plan plan is is 
presumed presumed to to have have an an AFTAP AFTAP below below 60%60%, , as as a a reportabreportable le event, event, but but ononly ly if if such such an an event event freezes freezes pplan lan 
accruals. accruals. Again, Again, however, however, we we believe believe that that ththis is event event should should be be waived waived for for lalargerrger, , well well funded funded plans plans as as 
described described above above (i.e(i.e ... , a a plan plan that that is is at at least least 80% 80% funded funded before before funding funding balances balances are are subtracted subtracted from from plan plan 
assets). assets). Note Note also also that that PBGC PBGC cacan n already already access access iinformation nformation about about plans plans which which are are less less than than 80% 80% 
funded funded through through tthe he 4010 4010 filings filings it it receivesreceives . . 

We We see see no no need need ffor or the the ""transfer transfer to to retiree retiree health health accountaccount" " notice, notice, as as sponsors sponsors are are required required under under ERISA ERISA 
§ § 1 1 01(e) 01(e) to to provprovide ide ththis is information information to to the the Secretaries Secretaries of of Labor Labor and and the the Treasury, Treasury, and and PBGC PBGC should should be be 
able able to to obtain obtain such such information information from from these these agencies. agencies. The The informatinformation ion requirequired red to to be be supplied supplied incluincludes des the the 
amount amount of of excess excess plan plan assets assets and and the the amount amount to to be be transferred, transferred. allowing allowing PBGC PBGC to to ideniden titiffy y transfers transfers 
which which might might raise raise concerns concerns and and for for which which additional additional information information may may be be needed needed frfrom om the the plan plan sponsor. sponsor. 
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CoCompmplianl iance ce witwith h RulRulememakiaking ng Guidelines Guidelines 

In In this this section, section. PBGe PBGe proposes proposes quite quite a a few few significant significant changes changes to to information information requested requested as as part pan of of a a 
notice nolice of of reportable reportable event. event. In In developdevelopiing ng its its ·'wish-list" wish-list" of of items items 1to 0 request request from from plan plan sponsorssponsors, , we we caution caution 
PBGe PBGe to to carefully carefully consider consider the the balance balance mentioned mentioned above above of of the the value value of of the the information information received received vsVS. . the the 
extra extra cost cost of of administration administration of of Ihese these plans. plans. PBGe PBGe should should be be mindful mindful of of its its goal goal "to "to encourage encourage the the 
continuation continuation and and maintenance maintenance of of private-sector private-sector defined defined benefibenefit t plansplans" " and and not no! over-burden over-burden plan plan sponsors sponsors 
by by requiring requiring lots lots of of information information that that may may only only be be of of marginal marginal value value tto o the the PBGe. PBGe. 

In In particular, particular, PBGe PBGe indicates indicates that that -the -the reportable reportable events events regulation regulation requires requires only only the the filing filing of of notices notices and and 
that that the the economic economic impact impact of of filing filing is is not not significant". significant". Such Such a a statement statement does does not not appear appear to to consider consider a a 
number number of of possible possible effects effects on on the the plan plan sponsor sponsor includingincluding : : 

• • Potential Potential violation violation of of and and need need to to renegotiale renegotiate (on (on potenlially potentially less less favorable favorable termsterms) ) loan loan covenants covenants 
which which contain contain "reportable "reportable event event clausesclauses · " 

• • The The costs costs in in large large organizations organizations of of monitoring monitoring and and analyzing analyzing the the many many changes changes in in the the controlled controlled 
group group (includ(including ing changes changes in in foreign foreign members) members) that that may may occur occur during during a a year, year, even even though though the the 
defined defined benefit benefit pplans lans may may be be well well funded funded and and not not sponsored sponsored by by organizations organizations joining joining or or leaving leaving 
the the controlled controlled group, group, and and 

• • ThThe e coscostts s of of proviproviding d ing some some of of the the informainformattion ion the the PBGC PBGC pproposes roposes to to require require includincluding, ing, in in the the 
case case of of a a change change in in controcontrolllled ed group, group, financial financial statements statements before before and and after after the the concon ttrolled rolled ggroup roup 
cchhanges. anges. 

ThanThank k yyou ou for for ththis is oopportunity pportunity to to comment comment on on the the proposed proposed revisionsrevisions. . If If your your staff staff has has any any questions questions 
concerning concerning our our commencomments, ts, pplease lease cocontact ntact eeither ither one one of of us us directlydirectly. _ 

Sincerely, Sincerely, 

Maria Maria M. M. Sarli, Sarli. FF..SS..A. A. Kenneth Kenneth A. A. SteinerSteiner, , F.SF.S..A A 
((404)-365-1708 404)-365-1708 (703(703))-258-7626 -258-7626 
mamariaria..sasarli@towerswarli@towerswaltsonson..com com kenken ..ssleiner@Iowerswalsonleiner@Iowerswaison ..com com 

P~. 0 0/0 P~ • • or . 
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VIA EMAIL: reg.comments@pbgc.gov 
 
January 22, 2010 

 
Legislative and Regulatory Department 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
1200 K Street, NW. 
Washington, DC 20005–4026. 
 
RE: Request for Comment on Proposed Regulations on Reportable Events (RIN 1212–AB06)  
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I am writing to you on behalf of the Pension Committee of the American Academy of Actuaries1 in response to 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) proposed regulations concerning reportable events under ERISA 
Section 4043. The Pension Committee appreciates the opportunity to comment on this proposal. 
 
We realize that reportable events may, in some situations, be indicative of financial distress, and that timely 
reporting to the PBGC increases the opportunities for protecting participants and the pension insurance system. 
However, our concerns regarding the proposed regulations relate primarily to the balance between the value of the 
additional reporting (particularly given the existence of, for example, the annual funding notice and Section 4010 
reporting) and the increased administrative burden placed on defined benefit plan sponsors (which we believe 
deters sponsorship of DB plans). 
 
In short, we suggest that the PBGC reconsider providing reporting waivers when an otherwise reportable event 
poses minimal risk to the system. Below we offer several examples for consideration: 
 
• Most notably, the information received with respect to a well-funded plan is not of sufficient value to require 

the sponsor to bear the administrative cost associated with ensuring compliance with the proposed reportable 
event rules. An exemption from those rules for well-funded plans should be provided. Certainly there should 
be some level of funding (measured by assets as a percentage of liabilities rather than a specific dollar 
amount) beyond which the occurrence of a reportable event creates little additional risk to plan participants 
and the pension insurance system.   

• Similarly, a transfer, in accordance with Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 420(f), of excess pension 
assets to a health benefit account should not create a reportable event. A transfer is not specifically listed as a 
reportable event under ERISA Section 4043(c) and is not “indicative of a need to terminate the plan” as 
specified by ERISA Section 4043(c)(13). Congress, through the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA), 
agreed that a funding level above 120 percent provided sufficient margin to allow for such transfers. 
Additional administrative costs and barriers to such transfers, which are only available to well-funded plans, 
are unnecessary. Further, reporting to the PBGC should not be necessary if post-transfer funding levels fall 
below 120 percent, as the sponsor would be statutorily required to restore plan funding levels. Instead, 
failure to restore funding levels to 120 percent could be treated as a reportable event associated with failure 
to make a required funding payment. 

• In certain cases, a missed contribution would not be indicative of an increased risk to the PBGC. Waivers 
should be considered in cases where contributions are made up within a short period of time or in cases 
where sufficient credit balances existed at the time to cover the missed payment but the necessary credit 

                                                 
1 The American Academy of Actuaries is a 16,000-member professional association whose mission is to serve the public on behalf of the U.S. actuarial 
profession. The Academy assists public policymakers on all levels by providing leadership, objective expertise, and actuarial advice on risk and financial 
security issues. The Academy also sets qualification, practice, and professionalism standards for actuaries in the United States. 
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balance elections were not made. For example, the waiver that applies under current regulations when 
payment is made within 30 days of the due date should still apply since there should be no reason to notify 
the PBGC of a missed payment if it has already been corrected by the time the notice is given. 

• Transfers of benefit liabilities often do not create additional risk to the system. As noted above, at a 
minimum there should be an exemption for plans well-funded after such transfer. Further, de minimis 
transfers and transfers completed in accordance with the IRC Section 414(l) safe harbor should continue to 
be exempt. 

• Even normal employee turnover could create an active participant reduction reportable event. Such an event 
could occur annually if the sponsor generally has a high rate of turnover (or due to the level of cyclicality in 
the sponsor’s particular industry) or, in the case of a small plan, due to on the terminations of just a few (e.g., 
two employees out of nine terminating in a year). A reporting waiver for well-funded plans should be 
provided.  

 
Further, the elimination of many of the extensions of the 30-day reporting deadline when waivers do not apply 
will create difficulties, particularly for events that are not necessarily planned. For example, some plan sponsors 
do not have a system for tracking participant counts on a monthly basis and generally only do a complete count in 
connection with preparing the Form 5500 and PBGC premium filings.  Although plan sponsors will know 
the number of active participants who terminate employment in connection with a significant event, such as a 
workforce reduction, and would be able to estimate the impact of such an event shortly after the event, normal 
voluntary and involuntary terminations of employment could play a material role in certain companies. In other 
situations, a sponsor of numerous plans may know the impact of an active participant reduction across the 
workforce but not the impact with respect to each of the many plans. A 30-day reporting timeframe is unrealistic 
for a plan sponsor to determine changes in regular ongoing participant counts, particularly when reporting within 
that shorter timeframe instead of waiting until the pertinent Form 5500 or PBGC premium filing, and will be of 
limited value to the PBGC. 
  
In closing, we believe that further increasing the administrative burdens of maintaining defined benefit plans will 
deter the sponsorship of those plans, and we are concerned that in many cases, such as with well-funded plans, the 
additional reporting under these proposed regulations does not provide sufficient value to the system to justify the 
added cost. 

We would be happy to discuss any of these items with you at your convenience. Please contact Jessica M. 
Thomas, the Academy’s pension policy analyst (202-785-7868, thomas@actuary.org) if you have any questions 
or would like to discuss these items further.  

Sincerely,  

 

 

John H. Moore, FSA, MAAA, EA, FCA  
Chairperson, Pension Committee  
American Academy of Actuaries 
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January 22, 2010 
 
 
Filed Electronically at Regulations.gov 
 
Legislative and Regulatory Department 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
1200 K Street, NW 
Washington, DC  20005-4026 
 
 
Re:  Comment on Proposed rule regarding reportable events under ERISA Section 

4043 (RIN 1212-AB06) 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
The American Benefits Council (“Council”) appreciates the opportunity to comment on 
the proposed rule which would make a number of changes to the Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corporation’s (PBGC’s) reportable event regulations published in the Federal 
Register on November 23, 2009.  The Council is a public policy organization 
representing principally Fortune 500 companies and other organizations that assist 
employers of all sizes in providing benefits to employees.  Collectively, the Council’s 
members either sponsor directly or provide services to retirement and health plans that 
cover more than 100 million Americans. 
 
We appreciate the PBGC’s need for timely and relevant information. We are also 
acutely aware that the PBGC reportable event requirements have become woven into 
the very fabric of the American financial system. In particular, and as described more 
fully below, most loan covenants and credit agreements contain special provisions that 
are triggered whenever a plan sponsor is required to file a reportable event with the 
PBGC. As a result, the Council believes it is incumbent on the PBGC to balance its need 
for additional information against the potential harm such a requirement might have on 
the financial well-being of the plan sponsor community.  
 
In particular, the PBGC has proposed a wholesale elimination of reportable event 
waivers and extensions, along with the creation of two additional reportable events. In 
its proposal, the PBGC states that it might consider reinstating some waivers and 
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extensions if, over time, the facts warrant such waiver or extension. Because of the 
potentially disruptive financial consequences of this approach, the Council strongly 
urges the PBGC to exercise extreme caution before modifying any automatic waivers or 
extension. Rather than a sweeping elimination of waivers and extensions, it is the 
Council’s position that the PBGC should only modify automatic waivers and extensions 
in the least harmful ways that are supported by the facts.  
 
The Council asks that the PBGC withdraw its proposed rulemaking and consider 
creative, targeted modifications to the automatic waivers and extensions that respond to 
the PBGC’s observed issues. The Council further asks the PBGC to carefully balance its 
need for information against the potential harm that might result from overreaching 
requirements, and explore alternate ways of obtaining information without expanding 
reportable event requirements. 
 
The Council is primarily concerned that these proposed changes will have unintended 
consequences which will result in massive numbers of filings that could trigger debt 
and credit covenants. Lending institutions certainly retain the right to renegotiate loan 
covenants. However, at this point it is unclear how those negotiations might proceed. In 
addition, it is unclear how credit rating agencies might respond to the expanded scope 
of reportable events. As a minimum, this proposal would generate significant 
uncertainty regarding plan sponsor access to credit markets, which could increase plan 
sponsor cost of debt. In the end, it could result in greater liability for the PBGC.   
 
The existing reportable events system, which was set up following a negotiated 
rulemaking process, has been operating for many years.  As mentioned, these loan 
agreements referenced above and other documents often include covenants triggered 
by a PBGC reportable event.  Under the current system, events that require filing 
despite the exemptions and extensions can signal significant changes in the company 
which create more risk for the lender.  Hence, many lenders inserted restrictions and 
default provisions triggered by reportable events.  By eliminating the exemptions and 
extensions, the proposed rule would greatly increase reportable events and the need for 
companies to, at the very least, renegotiate loan and other credit agreements.  A 
reportable event might trigger an immediate loan repayment or cause the loss of a line 
of credit. In the extreme, it is possible the finding of a reportable event may trigger a 
default.  This constrained access to credit may also result in more underfunding of 
defined benefit plans. The impact on any individual company would depend on the 
results of renegotiations of loan covenants and the perspective of the credit rating 
agencies. 
 
The Council understands that the PBGC is seeking more filings so that the agency can 
potentially spot troubled companies before the plan is in trouble but the Council 
believes the proposal is too extensive and is concerned the new requirements could 
actually cause harm to some companies.  The Council would recommend that existing 
automatic waivers and extensions be continued.  However, the PBGC could require a 
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simple letter or information filing notifying PBGC that the company would be required 
to file under the reportable event regulations but for the following exemption or 
extension.  The PBGC could then request additional information it believes is necessary 
from some companies (as is the case with the current system).  In addition, the PBGC 
could consider tiered requirements where the automatic waivers and extensions 
continue to apply at the current base level of event, but would expire if the severity of 
the situation reached some secondary level. Although this likely would not resolve 
every situation, creating a new information request requirement would not cause the 
problems which could ensue from eliminating all of these exemptions from the 
reportable event regulations.  One of the goals of the PBGC is to promote defined 
benefit plans and the blanket elimination of so many exemptions would hardly assist 
this promotion. 
  
Council members are especially concerned about the elimination of waivers for well-
funded plans and events involving related foreign corporations.  Large, multi-national 
companies may have related foreign corporations with no reporting obligations to their 
U.S. counterparts.  Some companies with frequent mergers and acquisitions may have 
multiple reportable events per year under the proposed regulations.  Complying with 
the new requirements will involve significant costs even if credit arrangements are not 
effected. 
 
 The proposed regulations will also shorten the filing period for many reportable 
events, some by eliminating extension periods.  This may also have unintended 
consequences.  For example, some errors in contributions are discovered a few weeks or 
months after the mistake.  The current deadline for a reportable event for missing 
contributions may encourage employers to replace those contributions (and earnings) 
before the report must be filed but the new 30-day filing requirement may result in later 
corrections when the filing is required regardless of when it is corrected.  The active 
participants’ reduction reportable events will require companies to more closely track 
their daily counts of employees instead of relying on calculations already necessary for 
other PBGC and agency filings, resulting in increased costs.  
 
The Council also has concerns about one of the two new reportable events.  The Council 
understands the rational for requiring a report when the funding status of the plan 
decreases below 60 percent (one of two new reportable events) but is perplexed about 
the rationale behind reportable event filings in connection with a transfer of assets to 
fund retiree health care accounts under Internal Revenue Code Section 420. Before such 
a transfer occurs, many requirements must be met that ensures that the underlying plan 
is healthy.  As noted by the PBGC, the underlying plan must be at least 120 percent 
funded after the transfer and remain so during the transfer period.  Although the final 
regulations indicate that the 120 percent valuation is not done on a termination basis, 
many other valuations are not done on a termination basis.  Employers should not be 
penalized for funding retiree health care accounts with some of the excess assets from 
overfunded defined benefit plans. Moreover, because the proposal to make a Section 
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420 transfer a reportable event could also trigger breaches of loan covenants and 
potential loss of credit lines, the proposed rule making could severely hamper the 
ability of plan sponsors to make such transfers even when there is no reasonable threat 
to the well-being of the PBGC. Even in situations where the lending institutions might 
be willing to renegotiate loan covenants, the proposal imposes generally unnecessary 
new burdens on plan sponsors. 
 
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on these new proposals.  We 
believe the Council is uniquely situated to provide useful feedback to the PBGC.  If we 
can assist further, please contact Jan Jacobson, senior counsel, retirement policy, of the 
American Benefits Council. 
 
 
      Sincerely, 

 
Jan Jacobson 
Senior Counsel, Retirement Policy 
American Benefits Council 



 

 
 

Comments on Proposed Rule  
Relating to Reportable Events and Certain Other 

Notification Requirements 
 

January 22, 2010 
 

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
29 CFR Parts 4000,4001,4043,4204, 4206, 4211 and 4231 

[RIN 1212-AB06] 
 

The American Society of Pension Professionals & Actuaries (ASPPA) appreciates this 
opportunity to comment on the proposed rule relating to reportable events and certain other 
notification requirements issued by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation on 
November 23, 2009 [RIN 1212-AB06]. 
 
ASPPA is a national organization of more than 6,500 retirement plan professionals who 
provide consulting and administrative services for qualified retirement plans covering 
millions of American workers. ASPPA members are retirement professionals of all 
disciplines, including consultants, investment professionals, administrators, actuaries, 
accountants and attorneys. Our large and broad-based membership gives ASPPA unique 
insight into current practical applications of ERISA and qualified retirement plans, with a 
particular focus on the issues faced by small- to medium-sized employers. ASPPA’s 
membership is diverse but united by a common dedication to the employer-sponsored 
retirement plan system.  All credentialed actuarial members of ASPPA are members of the 
ASPPA College of Pension Actuaries (ASPPA COPA), which has primary responsibility 
for the content of comment letters that involve actuarial issues. 
 

Summary of Recommendations 
 

The following is a summary of ASPPA COPA’s recommendations which are described in 
greater detail in the Discussion of Issue section.  
 
I. Well-funded Plan Exception 

 
Well funded plans pose little or no risk to PBGC, and should be exempt from the 
reporting requirements. 
 

II. Reporting of Active Participant Reductions 
 

http://www.asppa.org
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The current waivers for small plans and well-funded plans in PBGC regulation 
§4043.23 (c)(1) and §4043.23 (c)(2) should be retained.  

 
III. Reporting of Missed Required Contributions 

 

The final rule should include relief for reporting of missed quarterly contributions 
by small plans.  The final rule should also retain the exception for missed required 
contributions paid within 30 days of the due date.   
 

IV. Reporting for AFTAPs less than 60% 

 
The final rule should waive reporting of an adjusted funding target attainment 
percentage (AFTAP) of less than 60% if the plan has been in existence for less than 
five years. 
 

V. Regulatory Process 

 
After comments are received and a public hearing held, re-proposed changes should 
be issued. 
 

Discussion of Issues 
 

I. Well-funded Plan Exception 

 

Current regulations provide an exception to most reportable event notice 
requirements for well-funded plans. The concept of waiving reporting for well-
funded plans makes sense because there is little or no risk to PBGC or to the 
benefit security of plan participants. However, the proposed rule eliminates these 
waivers.  
 
ASPPA COPA recommends that the broad waiver of the reportable event notice 
requirements continue to be available to well-funded plans.  The current funding-
based waivers encourage plan sponsors to maintain well-funded plans to avoid the 
notice requirements, which is in the best interest of plan participants and the PBGC.  
The proposed elimination of reporting waivers for plans with no variable rate 
premium or plans with less than $1 million in unfunded vested benefits indicates 
PBGC has found plans that meet these criteria pose a significant risk to PBGC. 
ASPPA COPA asks that PBGC publicly present the data and analysis that lead to 
the proposed elimination of the waivers, and consider modifying the current criteria 
to address the risks instead of eliminating the waivers.  ASPPA COPA asks that 
PBGC allow the public to comment on a revised proposal before finalizing the rule.   
 
ASPPA COPA further suggests that plan sponsors be permitted to reflect only the 
guaranteed portion of benefits for majority owners when determining funded status 
for purposes of a reporting waiver.  Majority owners typically waive unfunded 
benefits in situations where waiver of the majority owners’ unfunded benefits is 
necessary and sufficient for a standard termination.  
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II. Reporting of Active Participant Reductions 
 
A reportable event occurs under current law when a plan experiences a decline in 
the number of active participants to less than 80% of the number at the beginning 
of the plan year, or less than 75% of the number at the beginning of the prior year  
(ERISA §4043(c)(3)). Current regulations waive the reporting requirement in 
certain situations, including plans with fewer than 100 participants at the beginning 
of the current or prior year, and well-funded plans (PBGC regulation §4043.23 
(c)(1) and §4043.23 (c)(2) respectively).  The proposed rule would both eliminate 
these waivers and eliminate the extension of the notice due date (currently 30 days 
after the latest of the PBGC Form 1 or Form 5500 due dates or the PBGC Form 1-
ES due date, if applicable.)  As a result, small plans not only would have to provide 
the notice, but would also be required to do so by the 30th day following the day 
the event occurs.   
 

A. ASPPA COPA recommends that the small plan and well-funded plan 
exceptions be retained.  Small plans are particularly sensitive to reductions 
in workforce that could trigger this reporting requirement, and the reduction 
would frequently be the result of normal employment patterns rather than 
the impending collapse of the business and transfer of liability to PBGC.  
An extreme example is an employer with four employees, all of whom are 
participants in a plan with a year of service requirement for entry.  If one 
employee leaves for any reason, a new hire will not be participating in the 
plan until the following year. As a result, there will be a more than 20% 
reduction in the number of active participants. Under the proposed rule, the 
notice will be required within 30 days after that employee leaves 
employment. Normal turnover creating the reduction in active participation 
will be far more common for small employers who sponsor defined benefit 
plans than  a reduction reflecting a business downturn that signals trouble 
for PBGC.  This reporting requirement will be a burden to the employer and 
not result in any significant savings or beneficial information to PBGC.    

 
While ASPPA COPA believes that the small plan waiver should remain in 
its current form, if the small plan waiver must be modified, ASPPA COPA 
recommends that the current exception should be retained for plans with 
less than 50 active participants.  A reduction of 10 or fewer active 
participants does not warrant the cost of producing or processing the 
required filings. 
 

B. The elimination of the extended due date makes it very likely the employer 
will not file a timely notice.  Small employers, and many larger employers, 
rely on third party administrators or actuaries to complete required filings. 
The reduction will only be apparent when data is collected after the end of 
the year.  Extended due dates reflect the reality of the flow of information 
between plan sponsors and service providers. ASPPA COPA recommends 
that the regulations provide an extended due date that is not earlier than the 
due date of the Form 5500, including extensions, for the plan year in which 
the event occurs. 
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III. Reporting of Missed Required Contributions 

 

Current regulations provide a reporting waiver for missed required minimum 
contributions if the contribution is made within 30 days of the due date. In addition, 
PBGC Technical Update 09-03 provided a special rule for small plans and missed 
quarterly contributions for 2009.  Technical Update 09-04 extends the special rule 
to 2010, and indicates that the final version of these proposed rules will supersede 
the relief in 09-04 when the final rule is issued. The proposed rule would eliminate 
all waivers for missed required contributions. 
 
ASPPA COPA recommends that the final rule include the waiver of the notice 
requirement for missed quarterlies in effect for all plans under 100 lives from 1997 
through 2008 (Technical Update 97-4).  As noted in our letter of March 24, 2009, it 
is common business practice for small employers to forego making quarterly 
contributions.  Limiting reporting to contributions that are not made by the final 
contribution due date (8 ½ months after the end of the year) will allow PBGC to 
focus on employers that are truly in trouble. Furthermore, plan sponsors with end-
of-year valuation dates generally do not know the amount of the required quarterly 
contribution when the first payment is due, and so cannot accurately report in any 
event. If PBGC is unwilling to restore the relief under Technical Update 97-4, the 
final rule should be modeled on the relief for reporting of missed quarterly 
contributions by small plans included in Technical Update 09-03.   
 
ASPPA COPA recommends the final rule also retain the exception for 
contributions paid within 30 days of the due date.  Allowing plan sponsors a 
reasonable amount of time to cure missed required contributions will eliminate 
many filings and provides plan sponsors an incentive to promptly contribute missed 
contributions. 
 

IV. Reporting for AFTAPs less than 60% 

 
Under ERISA §206(g)(4), benefit accruals are frozen when a plan’s AFTAP falls 
below 60%. ERISA §206(g)(6) provides an exception to this restriction for new 
plans, waiving the restriction for the first five years of a plan’s existence.  A new 
proposed regulation §4043.36 creates a reportable event when a plan’s AFTAP 
falls below 60%.   
 
ASPPA COPA recommends that the new plan exception to benefit restrictions in 
ERISA §206(g)(6) be applied to the reporting requirement for plans with an 
AFTAP of less than 60%. This exception recognizes that underfunding in new 
plans is due to the youth of the plan, not financial difficulty of the employer. 
  

V. Regulatory Process 

 

The broad impact of the proposed changes to the current regulations is to remove 
waivers and extensions from the regulatory process. The preamble indicates that 
PBGC will monitor the resulting filings and “determine whether some automatic 
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waivers and extensions can be restored (or newly crafted waivers or extensions 
provided) without jeopardizing efforts to protect the benefits of participants in 
troubled plans and the pension insurance program.” Comments were solicited on 
whether each individual waiver or extension that was removed “struck the correct 
balance” between PBGC’s need for information and the burden on plan sponsors.  
 
ASPPA COPA has commented on the unjustified burden that will result from 
several specific changes in sections I through IV of this letter.  These proposed 
additional notice requirements would significantly increase the cost of 
administration for small defined benefit plans. The increased cost should not be 
incurred unless it is clear that there will be a compensating benefit to the system.  
While ASPPA COPA appreciates PBGC’s willingness to consider adding back 
exemptions at a later date, this approach creates confusion for both practitioners 
and plan sponsors and adds to the cost of administering the plan. This is true even if 
the exemption is restored at a later date. Because of the substantial reporting burden 
created by these proposed changes, ASPPA COPA recommends that, after the 
comment period has closed and a public hearing is held on these proposed changes, 
re-proposed rules be issued for another round of public comment.  

 
   

  
These comments were prepared by ASPPA’s Defined Benefit Subcommittee of the 
Government Affairs Committee and the ASPPA College of Pension Actuaries. Please 
contact us if you have any comments or questions on the matters discussed above.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
/s/ 
Brian H. Graff, Esq., APM 
Executive Director/CEO 
 

/s/ 
Judy A. Miller, MSPA 
Chief of Actuarial Issues 
 

/s/ 
Craig P. Hoffman, Esq., APM 
General Counsel/Director of Regulatory 
Affairs 
 

/s/ 
David M. Lipkin, MSPA 
Co-chair, Government Affairs Committee  

/s/ 
Robert M. Richter, Esq., APM 
Co-chair, Government Affairs Committee 

/s/ 
James Paul, Esq., APM 
Co-chair, Government Affairs Committee 

 
/s/ 
Mark Dunbar, MSPA 
Co-chair, Defined Benefit Subcommittee 
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DIRECf LINE: (615) 665·5369 

EMAIL: BEN.SEARS@.BPSM.COM 


January 25,2010 

Legislative and Regulatory Department 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
1200 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005-4026 

Re: 	 Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation Proposed Regulations on Pension Protection 
Act of2006; Conforming Amendments; Reportable Events and Certain Other 
Notification Requirements (RlN 1212-AB06) (74 Fed. Reg. 61,248, November 23, 
2009) 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

As a confirmation, enclosed is a copy of our comments on the PBGC proposed regulation above 
(RlN 1212-AB06), previously submitted by email to reg.comments@pbgc.gov on January 22, 2010. 

If any additional information on any of our comments would be helpful, please contact Ben Sears at 
our Nashville, TN area office by telephone at (615) 665-1640, by email at ben.sears@bpsm.com, or 
by correspondence at 5301 Virginia Way, Suite 400, Brentwood, TN 37027. 

Respectfully submitted, 

fk.r-/~~UJl£~;I.le. 
BRYze~S.;ATS & MCALLISTER, LLC 
By Benjamin R. Sears 
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Sears. Ben R. 

From: Sears, Ben R. 

Sent: Friday, January 22,20104:12 PM 

To: PBGC (reg.comments@pbgc.gov) 

Subject: Comments on PBGC Proposed Regulations on reportable events, etc. (RIN 1212·AB06)(74 


Fed. Reg. 61,248, 11/23/2009) 

SUBMITTED BY EMAIL TO PBGC AT: reg.comments@Pbgc.gov 

January 22,2010 

Legislative and Regulatory Department 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
1200 K Street, NW. 
Washington, DC 20005·4026 

Re: Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation Proposed Regulations on Pension Protection 
Act of2006; Conforming Amendments; Reportable Events and Certain Other 
Notification Requirements (RIN 1212·AB06) (74 Fed. Reg. 61,248, November 23, 
2009) 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Bryan, Pendleton, Swats & McAllister, LLC (BPS&M), Actuaries and Consultants, submits the attached 
comments on the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation proposed regulations to conform the PBGC's 
reportable events regulation and a number of other PBGC regulations to statutory changes made by the Pension 
Protection Act of 2006 and to revisions of other PBGC regulations that implement the statutory changes 
(Regulation Identifier Number RIN 1212·AB06). BPS&M is an actuarial and employee benefit consulting firm 
with offices in multiple locations. 

We hereby submit these comments by email to the PBGC at reg.comments@Pbgc.gov 
A confirmation copy will be mailed to the mailing address indicated above. 

If additional information on any of our attached comments would be helpful, please contact Ben Sears at our 
Nashville, Tennessee area office by telephone at (615) 665·1640, by email at ben.sears@bpsm.com, or by 
correspondence at 5301 Virginia Way, Suite 400, Brentwood, Tennessee 37027. 

Respectfully submitted, 

BRYAN, PENDLETON, SWATS & MCALLISTER, LLC 
By Benjamin R. Sears 
5301 Virginia Way, Suite 400 
Brentwood, TN 37027 

COMMENTS OF BRYAN, PENDLETON, SWATS & MCALLISTER, LLC, ON PBGC PROPOSED 
REGULATIONS ON PENSION PROTECTION ACT OF 2006; CONFORMING AMENDMENTS; 
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REPORTABLE REPORTABLE EVENTS EVENTS AND AND CERTAIN CERTAIN OTHER OTHER NOTIFICATION NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS (RIN (RIN 1212-AB06) 1212-AB06) 

In In general, general, the the Proposed Proposed Regulations Regulations would would eliminate eliminate most most waivers waivers and and filing filing extensions extensions for for post-event post-event 
reporting reporting of of reportable reportable events. events. This This would would present present substantial substantial change change and and compliance compliance timing timing challenges challenges for for 
plan plan sponsors sponsors and and their their advisors advisors who who help help them them comply comply with with the the reportable reportable events events requirements. requirements. We We present present 
below below our our specific specific comments comments about about this this aspect aspect of of the the Proposed Proposed Regulations Regulations and and our our recommendations recommendations for for 
appropriate appropriate revisions. revisions. 

1. 1. Permit Permit current current extensions extensions for for 30 30 days days after after the the next next 5500 5500 due due date date and and 30 30 days days after after the the current current VRP VRP due due 
date date for for post-event post-event reporting. reporting. 

In In the the Proposed Proposed Regulations, Regulations, the the PBGC PBGC proposes proposes with with respect respect to to post-event post-event notices notices to to eliminate eliminate various various 
extensions extensions (including (including the the one one for for 30 30 days days after after the the next next 5500 5500 due due date date and and the the one one for for 30 30 days days after after the the VRP VRP due due 
date) date) for for the the events events involving involving active active participant participant reduction reduction (Section (Section 4043.23); 4043.23); change change in in contributing contributing sponsor sponsor or or 
controlled controlled group group (Section (Section 4043.29); 4043.29); liquidation liquidation (Section (Section 4043.30); 4043.30); extraordinary extraordinary distribution distribution or or stock stock 
redemption redemption (Section (Section 4043.31), 4043.31), and and loan loan default default (Section (Section 4043.34). 4043.34). We We believe believe the the current current extensions extensions for for 30 30 
days days after after the the next next 5500 5500 due due date date and and for for 30 30 days days after after the the VRP VRP due due date date that that apply apply to to these these events events should should be be 
retained retained for for the the following following reasons. reasons. 

These These events events involve involve technical technical determinations determinations (e.g., (e.g., active active participant participant reductions) reductions) which which plan plan sponsors sponsors may may not not 
identify identify without without assistance. assistance. In In practical practical terms, terms, plan plan sponsors sponsors rely rely on on third third party party advisors advisors who who collect collect 
information information for for government government form form preparation preparation to to analyze analyze data data collected collected in in that that process process to to help help plan plan sponsors sponsors 
determine determine if if reportable reportable events events requiring requiring post-event post-event reporting reporting have have occurred. occurred. When When the the third third party party government government 
form form preparer preparer obtains obtains this this data data from from the the plan plan sponsor, sponsor, the the preparer preparer can can help help identify identify matters matters the the plan plan sponsor sponsor 
typically typically may may not not have have identified. identified. The The data data gathering gathering process process for for most most defined defined benefit benefit plans plans typically typically takes takes a a 
significant significant amount amount of of time, time, and and the the current current extensions extensions for for 30 30 days days after after the the next next 5500 5500 due due date date and and 30 30 days days after after 
the the VRP VRP due due date date allow allow needed needed time time for for data data to to be be gathered gathered and and determinations determinations made made as as to to whether whether reportable reportable 
events events requiring requiring post-event post-event reporting reporting have have occurred occurred in in the the applicable applicable periods. periods. 

2. 2. Provide Provide an an effective effective date date with with a a transition transition period period for for post post event event reporting reporting changes. changes. 

In In relevant relevant part, part, the the Preamble Preamble to to the the Proposed Proposed Regulations Regulations indicates indicates that that the the changes changes made made in in the the Proposed Proposed 
Regulations Regulations would would apply apply to to post-event post-event reports reports for for reportable reportable events events occurring occurring on on or or after after the the effective effective date date of of 
the the regulations. regulations. The The Proposed Proposed Regulations Regulations do do not not otherwise otherwise provide provide what what this this effective effective date date may may be, be, but but 
potentially potentially the the effective effective date date ofregulations ofregulations would would be be the the date date the the regulations regulations are are issued issued in in final final form form and and 
published published in in the the Federal Federal Register. Register. 

The The Proposed Proposed Regulations Regulations would would make make substantial substantial changes changes to to the the existing existing rules rules for for reportable reportable events. events. We We urge urge 
that that a a transition transition period period be be included included as as part part of of the the effective effective date date to to allow allow plan plan sponsors sponsors and and their their advisors advisors to to have have 
a a reasonable reasonable amount amount of of time time to to implement implement whatever whatever changes changes are are made made in in the the final final regulations. regulations. We We recommend recommend 
that that the the current current rules rules (including (including existing existing extensions extensions and and waivers waivers for for post-event post-event reporting) reporting) remain remain in in effect effect 
through through the the end end of of the the plan plan year year ending ending after after the the plan plan year year in in which which the the final final regulations regulations are are issued. issued. 

Benjamin Benjamin R. R. Sears Sears 
Bryan, Bryan, Pendleton, Pendleton, Swats Swats & & McAllister, McAllister, LLC LLC 
Actuaries Actuaries and and Consultants Consultants 
5301 5301 Virginia Virginia Way, Way, Suite Suite 400 400 
Brentwood, Brentwood, TN TN 37027 37027 
Telephone Telephone (615) (615) 665-1640 665-1640 
Fax Fax «615) «615) 665-1650 665-1650 
Email Email ben.sears@bpsm.com ben.sears@bpsm.com 
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This This electronic electronic mail mail message message contains contains infonnation infonnation from from BPS&M, BPS&M, LLC, LLC, a a Wells Wells Fargo Fargo Company, Company, which which is is confidential confidential and and privileged privileged 
infonnation. infonnation. If If you you are are not not the the intended intended recipient, recipient, please please be be aware aware that that any any disclosure, disclosure, photocopying, photocopying, distribution distribution or or use use of of the the 
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January 22, 2010 January 22, 2010 
  
  
RIN 1212-AB06 RIN 1212-AB06 
Legislative and Regulatory Department Legislative and Regulatory Department 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
1200 K Street, N.W. 1200 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20005-4026 Washington, DC 20005-4026 
  
Ladies and Gentlemen: Ladies and Gentlemen: 

The ERISA Industry Committee (“ERIC”) is pleased to submit these 
comments on the proposal by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
(“PBGC”), published in the Federal Register on November 23, 2009, to amend its 
regulations on Reportable Events and Certain Other Notification Requirements (29 
C.F.R. part 4043).   

The ERISA Industry Committee (“ERIC”) is pleased to submit these 
comments on the proposal by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
(“PBGC”), published in the Federal Register on November 23, 2009, to amend its 
regulations on Reportable Events and Certain Other Notification Requirements (29 
C.F.R. part 4043).   

As we discuss below, the regulations as proposed on November 23rd are 
likely to impinge significantly upon plan sponsors’ access to credit and other 
financial resources, while doing little to augment the agency’s ability to predict 
financial distress.  In fact, the proposed regulations are likely to hinder rather than 
enhance the PBGC’s efforts to monitor the financial health of defined benefit plans 
and plan sponsors, while unduly burdening plan administrators and sponsors.   

As we discuss below, the regulations as proposed on November 23rd are 
likely to impinge significantly upon plan sponsors’ access to credit and other 
financial resources, while doing little to augment the agency’s ability to predict 
financial distress.  In fact, the proposed regulations are likely to hinder rather than 
enhance the PBGC’s efforts to monitor the financial health of defined benefit plans 
and plan sponsors, while unduly burdening plan administrators and sponsors.   

• ERIC urges the PBGC to withdraw the proposed regulations or leave the 
current regulations in place until the agency engages in a negotiated 
rulemaking process similar to the process that led to the formulation of the 
regulations in 1996.  The negotiated rulemaking process has already been 
shown to be an effective means of developing a consensus on the reportable 
event regulations and is likely to result in a satisfactory balancing of the 
competing considerations of disclosure, financial security and 
administrative ease for all parties, including the PBGC.   

• ERIC urges the PBGC to withdraw the proposed regulations or leave the 
current regulations in place until the agency engages in a negotiated 
rulemaking process similar to the process that led to the formulation of the 
regulations in 1996.  The negotiated rulemaking process has already been 
shown to be an effective means of developing a consensus on the reportable 
event regulations and is likely to result in a satisfactory balancing of the 
competing considerations of disclosure, financial security and 
administrative ease for all parties, including the PBGC.   

• If the PBGC does not choose to withdraw the regulations or engage in a 
negotiated rulemaking process, then the PBGC should delay the effective 
date of the proposed regulations to allow employers sufficient time to 
renegotiate lending arrangements that rely upon the current waiver 
provisions and to establish special compliance units to monitor events that 
might trigger the reporting requirements. 

• If the PBGC does not choose to withdraw the regulations or engage in a 
negotiated rulemaking process, then the PBGC should delay the effective 
date of the proposed regulations to allow employers sufficient time to 
renegotiate lending arrangements that rely upon the current waiver 
provisions and to establish special compliance units to monitor events that 
might trigger the reporting requirements. 

ERIC is a nonprofit association committed to the advancement of the 
employee retirement benefit plans of America's largest employers.  ERIC’s 
members provide comprehensive retirement benefits to tens of millions of active 
and retired workers and their families.  ERIC has a strong interest in proposals that 
would affect its members’ ability to provide secure pension benefits in a cost-
effective manner.  This ability, in turn, depends on ERIC’s members—most of 

ERIC is a nonprofit association committed to the advancement of the 
employee retirement benefit plans of America's largest employers.  ERIC’s 
members provide comprehensive retirement benefits to tens of millions of active 
and retired workers and their families.  ERIC has a strong interest in proposals that 
would affect its members’ ability to provide secure pension benefits in a cost-
effective manner.  This ability, in turn, depends on ERIC’s members—most of 
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which are sponsors of defined benefit plans—having ready access to existing lines of credit 
and other sources of cash.   

ERIC believes that the current proposal to amend the reportable events regulations 
would undermine the financial health of its members and divert employer and plan resources 
from the business of providing benefits, while at the same time compromising the PBGC’s 
ability to recognize and address early signs of financial distress among sponsors of PBGC-
insured plans.  The current regulations enumerate seven events that require advanced 
reporting and 15 events that require post-event reporting to the PBGC.  Of these, reporting is 
waived automatically for 10 events based on the size or funded status of the plan.  Reporting 
is also waived in some cases based on the relationship of the entity that has experienced the 
reportable event to the plan, and in some cases if the plan administrator or plan sponsor is 
required to report the same event to the PBGC or another agency under a different statutory 
requirement.  

The proposed regulations would eliminate automatic waivers for most of the 
reportable events, and would add two new reportable events, neither of which would be 
subject to an automatic waiver.  Thus, even plans that are well-funded, and corporate events 
involving entities that do not participate in or contribute to the plan, would be subject to the 
reporting requirements.  

In particular, the elimination of the automatic waiver for the existing reportable events, 
is likely to seriously undermine the financial health of plan sponsors and, therefore, indirectly 
for plan funding levels.  It will also make it less, rather than more, likely, that PBGC will be 
able to predict financial distress in advance and intervene in a timely fashion.  ERIC therefore 
submits these comments, which are divided into the following three general topics: 

• Many Plan Sponsors Have Credit Agreements and Lending Arrangements That Rely 
Upon the Current Waiver Provisions.—see Part 1 below.   

• The Current Waivers Avoid Unnecessary Administrative Burdens on Plan Sponsors 
and Enhance the PBGC’s Efforts to Protect Plan Participants.—see Part 2 below. 

• If the PBGC Wishes to Amend the Current Reportable Event Regulations, It Should 
Use a Negotiated Rulemaking Process.—see Part 3 below.1   

                                                 
1 In addition, the proposed regulations indicate that PBGC may be revising its enforcement position in two 
respects that would be of critical importance to plan sponsors in certain situations.  First, the proposed 
regulations would create a new reportable event when an enrolled actuary certifies that a plan’s adjusted funding 
target attainment percentage (“AFTAP”) is less than 60 percent.  The preamble to the proposed regulations 
suggests that the PBGC may consider terminating the plan as a result solely of the plan’s AFTAP falling below 
the 60 percent threshold.  It would be very helpful for plan sponsors to know in advance if this is the agency’s 
intent.  Second, the proposed regulations would eliminate the 30-day grace period for reporting missed 
contributions under section 303 of ERISA.  The PBGC may impose a lien on an employer under § 303(k) of 
ERISA for the employer’s failure to make timely contributions to a plan in certain circumstances.  Eliminating 
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ERIC may supplement this submission to make additional recommendations. 

1. Many Plan Sponsors Have Credit Agreements and Lending Arrangements That Rely Upon the 
Current Waiver Provisions. 

Many credit agreements between employers and financial lending institutions provide 
that the occurrence of a reportable event that is not automatically waived is an event of default 
with respect to the outstanding loans, or precludes the employer from receiving additional 
financing under the existing credit agreement.  Eliminating most of the automatic waivers 
would therefore dramatically increase the likelihood of employer defaults on outstanding 
loans and lines of credit.   

The PBGC’s proposed regulations would thus provide lenders with the opportunity to 
reopen negotiations of loan terms advantageous to the employer, to deny additional credit 
under existing lines of credit, and to cancel loans that the lender in retrospect finds 
disadvantageous, even when the financial condition of the plan sponsor poses little or no risk 
to the PBGC.  This is an unwarranted interference by a government agency in the credit 
marketplace.   

Employers that sponsor defined benefit plans—unlike employers that sponsor only 
defined contribution plans or do not sponsor any qualified plan—would have more difficulty 
obtaining loans and retaining access to lines of credit that might otherwise be used to maintain 
and expand existing operations, finance new ventures, and maintain and improve the 
employer’s financial health.  The result would be to diminish, rather than enhance, the ability 
of defined benefit plan sponsors to adequately fund—as well as to continue to maintain—their 
pension plans, and to put defined benefit plan sponsors at a serious competitive disadvantage.   

The benefit to the PBGC, if any, that would result from the additional disclosure does 
not justify the potential harm to defined benefit plans and the employers that sponsor such 
plans.  This is particularly true when—as would be the case in many situations in which 
reporting would be required— the reportable event would not create any meaningful risk that 
the employer would be unable to meet its plan funding obligations.  

• For example, a reportable event occurs under § 4043(b) in the current and proposed 
regulations when there is an active participant reduction in the plan of 20 percent or 
more, or a transaction that causes the plan sponsor or another entity in the controlled 
group to cease being a member of the controlled group.  Under the current regulations, 
however, these reportable events are waived if the plan is at least 80 percent funded, 
the transaction is de minimis, or the entity involved in the transaction is a non-
participating foreign entity.   

• If these events occur in a situation that is not likely to lead to financial distress for the 
plan—i.e., in a situation for which there would be a waiver under the current 

                                                                                                                                                         
the 30-day grace period raises questions as to whether the PBGC intends to start imposing these liens earlier and 
more frequently.   
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regulations—any advantage the PBGC would gain by notification would be 
outweighed by the serious damage to the plan sponsor that would result from losing, or 
at the very least having to renegotiate, its current loan agreements and lines of credit.  
The same is true for the numerous other reportable events for which there is currently 
an automatic waiver based on the PBGC’s previous assessment that the event is not 
likely to undermine the financial soundness of the plan (for example:  the reportable 
events for distributions to substantial owners, liquidation of a controlled group 
member, and extraordinary dividends or stock redemptions).   

The proposed regulations, particularly in today’s tight credit market, would 
disadvantage employers who sponsor defined benefit plans by (1) increasing the likelihood 
that such employers would incur a default under outstanding loans and lines of credit, (2) 
giving lenders more leverage in renegotiating existing credit agreements with such employers, 
and (3) making it appear as though sponsors of defined benefit plans do not enjoy the same 
financial health as employers who sponsor only defined contribution plans (or do not sponsor 
any qualified plans).  Accordingly, employers that do not sponsor defined benefit plans 
would, by virtue of this proposed government action, have a clear advantage over defined 
benefit plan sponsors, thus threatening the ability (or even willingness) of employers to 
continue to sponsor defined benefit plans. 

In short, the proposal to eliminate the existing waivers would seriously undermine the 
financial strength and future growth of plan sponsors and, accordingly, for the fiscal health of 
defined benefit plans of many employers.  These potential problems, which are not 
immediately obvious, demonstrate the necessity of proceeding with extreme caution and 
taking action only after attaining a thorough understanding of the potential implications of the 
proposal through negotiated rulemaking or a similar process.   

2. The Current Waivers Avoid Unnecessary Administrative Burdens on Plan Sponsors and Enhance 
the PBGC’s Efforts to Protect Plan Participants. 

In addition to compromising existing loan agreements and lines of credit, elimination 
of the automatic waivers for the vast majority of reportable events would add unnecessary and 
burdensome information-gathering and recordkeeping requirements for sponsors and 
administrators of defined benefit plans.  These administrative burdens would drain plan 
sponsors of valuable capital resources and add to the competitive disadvantage already inuring 
to defined benefit plan sponsors.  Many such employers would have to establish special 
compliance units and add to their work force employees whose primary responsibilities would 
include monitoring corporate transactions and other events worldwide that might trigger the 
reporting requirements.   

Elimination of the automatic waivers would also threaten to inundate the PBGC with 
information that will be of little or no use to the agency and undermine its ability to perform 
its most important functions.   

We have described several examples of the potential administrative burdens to 
employers and plan sponsors below. 
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a. The Proposed Regulations Would Significantly Increase Administrative 
Burdens on Employers and Plan Administrators. 

1. Controlled Group Restructurings 

A reportable event occurs when a member of the employer’s controlled group ceases 
to be a member of the controlled group by reason of a transaction or liquidation.  Under the 
current regulation, reporting is waived if the plan has less than $1 million in unfunded vested 
benefits or the employer is a public company and the plan is at least 80 percent funded.  The 
proposed regulations would eliminate this waiver and provide a waiver only if the entity that 
will cease to be a member of the employer’s controlled group during the fiscal year represents 
a de minimis 10-percent segment of the controlled group.   

Large public companies may enter into dozens of transactions that result in numerous 
acquisitions, spinoffs, mergers or other corporate restructurings every year.  When the plan of 
a large public company is funded at the 80 percent level or higher, the likelihood of one of 
these events causing irreparable damage to the plan is minimal, even if the entity involved 
represents more than a 10 percent segment of the controlled group.2  By eliminating the 
existing waivers, the PBGC would be adding significant administrative burdens without a 
corresponding increase in retirement plan security: 

• Elimination of the automatic waiver would mean that plan administrators of even well-
funded plans would have to monitor every transaction in which every controlled group 
member engages throughout the year and analyze each such transaction to determine:   

(a) whether it is a “transaction that results, or will result, in one or more 
persons ceasing to be member’s of the plan’s controlled group” within 
the meaning of § 4043.29(a);  

(b) whether it constitutes a transaction that results “solely in a 
reorganization involving a mere change in identity, form or place of 
organization” within the meaning of § 4043(a); and  

(c) whether the entity that will cease to be a member of the controlled 
group represents a “de minimis 10-percent segment of the plan’s old 
controlled group for the most recent fiscal year(s) ending on or before 
the reportable event occurs” within the meaning of § 4043.29(b). 

• The proposed regulations would not change the rule that employers are not required to 
report an event if it will result solely in a reorganization involving a mere change in 
identity, form, or place of organization.  However, this exemption does not, at least on 

                                                 
2 The only evidence for eliminating the waivers cited in the preamble to the proposed regulations pertains to 
small plans that were terminated in 2007.  See 74 Fed. Reg. 61247, 61251.  The PBGC’s experience with small 
plans should not be the basis for regulations affecting large public companies, where there is generally a greater 
funding cushion and more resources for the plan sponsor to call upon. 
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its face, apply to reorganizations within an employer’s controlled group in which a 
member ceases to exist because its ownership is transferred to another member or 
because it is merged into another member.  Therefore, the proposed regulations would: 

(a) require plan administrators of well-funded plans to monitor all of these 
internal reorganizations;3 and   

(b) effectively introduce the PBGC into virtually every external and 
internal corporate transaction representing more than a 10-percent 
segment of the plan’s controlled group, regardless of how well-funded 
the plan is. 

• Under the regulations, the reporting requirement is triggered by the execution of a 
legally binding agreement, whether or not written, to engage in a transaction described 
in the regulation.  Thus, the report will in many cases have to be filed with the PBGC 
well before the event occurs, and must be reported even if the transaction is never 
consummated. 

2. Reductions in the Number of Active Participants 

The proposed regulations would eliminate the automatic waivers that apply in the 
event of an active participant reduction (i.e., no variable premium due, less than $1 million in 
unfunded benefits, plan is 80 percent funded and reduction does not result from a facility 
closing, small plan).  Instead, an employer would be exempt from providing notice under 
PBGC Reg. § 4043.23 only if the active participant reduction is attributable to a substantial 
cessation of operations under § 4062(e) of ERISA or the withdrawal of a substantial employer 
under § 4063(a) of ERISA and is timely reported to the PBGC under § 4063(a) of ERISA.   

In addition to adding significant administrative burdens and costs without a sound 
basis for doing so, this change would also raise several compliance concerns for employers 
whose plans have historically met the requirements for the automatic waivers for this event, 
including: 

• Without the automatic waivers, the regulations appear to require all employers to 
monitor, on a daily basis, whether the number of active participants has been reduced 
to less than 80 percent of the number of active participants at the beginning of the plan 
year or to less than 75 percent of the number of active participants at the beginning of 
the previous plan year.  The proposed regulations would require employers to provide 
notice to the PBGC every time the number of active participants dips below this 
threshold during the plan year.  (If employers are not required to monitor the number 
of active participants on a daily basis under PBGC Reg. § 4043.23, the PBGC should 
clarify the regulations accordingly.) 

                                                 
3 At the very least, if the PBGC does not intend for employers to report these events, it should clarify the 
regulations accordingly. 
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• A 4063(a) notice must be filed with the PBGC within 60 days after a substantial 
cessation of operations under § 4062(e) of ERISA occurs.  The PBGC has stated that 
plan sponsors must determine whether and when a substantial cessations of operations 
has occurred under § 4062(e) based on the facts and circumstances.  See American Bar 
Association Joint Committee on Employee Benefits Q&A Session with PBGC, Q&A-
17 (May 9, 2007).  See also 71 Federal Register 34819, 34820 (June 16, 2006).    
Thus, there is a significant risk that the PBGC would find that an employer that 
provided what it thought was timely notice under § 4063(a) under ERISA in fact failed 
to do so, resulting in violations under not only § 4063(a) of ERISA but also § 4043 of 
ERISA.   

3. Transactions Involving Non-Participating Foreign Entities 

The proposed regulations eliminate the automatic waiver for reportable events that 
occur when any foreign entity that is a member of an employer’s controlled group ceases to be 
a member of the controlled group by reason of a transaction or liquidation.  The proposed 
regulations also eliminate the automatic waiver for certain activities of foreign entities that 
might trigger a reportable event, such as dividend declarations or stock redemptions, loan 
defaults and bankruptcies. These waivers are eliminated even when the foreign entity is not a 
parent of the contributing sponsor and is not itself a contributing employer.  

Elimination of this waiver will require constant monitoring of foreign controlled group 
members.  Because the foreign entities (to whom the existing waivers apply) rarely, if ever, 
contribute to the plan or have employees who are covered by the plan, it is unlikely that plan 
administrators who are responsible for monitoring compliance with the reportable events 
requirements would become aware that a reportable event has occurred with respect to these 
foreign entities.  Nor is there evidence indicating that the financial health of plans maintained 
by the domestic members of the controlled group would be endangered by events that only 
involve non-parent, non-contributing foreign members. The additional administrative burden 
to the employer and the plan administrator would not be justified by the marginal advantage, 
at best, that would inure to the PBGC if this automatic waiver were eliminated.  

4. Transfers of Benefit Liabilities 

An employer is required to file a Form 5310-A with the Internal Revenue Service if (a) 
a plan within the employer’s controlled group transfers benefit liabilities to a person or entity 
who is not a member of the employer’s controlled group and (b) the value of assets transferred 
during the plan year in which the transfer occurs is 3 percent or more of the assets of the plan 
before the transfer as of at least one day in that plan’s plan year.   

Without the current automatic waivers, employers would also have to report such an 
event to the PBGC under § 4043.32 of the proposed regulations.  The PBGC should 
coordinate with the Service to receive notice of this event through the Form 5310-A instead of 
imposing additional, unnecessary reporting costs on employers.  
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b. The Proposed Regulations Would Undermine Rather Than Enhance 
PBGC’s Efforts to Monitor Troubled Plans and Protect Participants. 

If the waivers set forth in the current regulations are eliminated, the PBGC is likely to 
be inundated with notices that (i) report events that have no notable bearing on the funding 
status of employers’ plans and (ii) provide no indication of the financial condition of the 
employer.  Many of the waivers that would be eliminated under the proposed regulations were 
proposed by the PBGC for this very reason.  For example, in 1983, the PBGC determined that 
“the reporting of active participant reductions is critical only when the plan’s unfunded vested 
liabilities are large, exposing the insurance system to large potential losses.”  48 Fed. Reg. 
37230 (Aug. 17, 1983).   

The PBGC also waived notice requirements for failures to meet minimum funding 
standards if a plan’s unfunded vested benefits would still exceed a certain amount even after 
the failure.  The PBGC adopted this waiver because it had received “a substantial number of 
notices involving failure to meet minimum funding standards where the amount of unfunded 
vested liabilities in the plan is relatively insignificant * * * and the exposure for the insurance 
system * * * is relatively small.”  Id. at 37231. 

The amount of insignificant information that the PBGC would receive if it were to 
eliminate most of the automatic waivers would only overwhelm and frustrate the PBGC’s 
efforts to identify “early warnings that would enable it to mitigate distress situations.”  74 Fed. 
Reg. 61247, 61251 (Nov. 23, 2009).  We understand that the PBGC plans to monitor 
reportable events filings without the waivers to determine whether some automatic waivers 
and extensions should be restored.  However, the costs that would be imposed on employers 
for the PBGC to engage in this experiment are simply too high, and in some cases, ignore 
well-documented lessons that the PBGC has already learned from its early years of 
implementing these notice requirements without these waivers.    

Instead, at the very least, we recommend that the PBGC consider restoring the 
negotiated rulemaking process, such as the one used in 1996 to craft the current regulations, 
which will permit plan sponsors and other interested parties to share their views on possible 
ways to provide the PBGC with the information that it seeks without flooding the PBGC with 
unnecessary information, at extraordinary expense to defined benefit plan sponsors.   

3. If the PBGC Wishes to Amend the Current Reportable Event Regulations, It Should Use a 
Negotiated Rulemaking Process.  

a. The Current Regulations Were the Result of Negotiated Rulemaking in 1996 

The current reportable event regulations were originally adopted on September 17, 
1980.  45 Fed. Reg. 61615 (September 17, 1980).  In 1984, the PBGC revised the regulations 
to delete reporting requirements for multiemployer plans, and to waive the notice requirement 
for one reportable event and narrow the reporting requirements for two other reportable events 
with respect to single employer plans.  49 Fed. Reg. 22472 (May 30, 1984).   
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After 1984, very few changes were made to the regulations until they were reorganized 
and substantially revised in 1996 pursuant to the consensus of a negotiated rulemaking 
committee consisting of representatives of employers, participants, pension practitioners, and 
the PBGC.  61 Fed. Reg. 63988 (Dec. 2, 1996).  The negotiated rulemaking process reflected 
the benefits of shared information, knowledge, and expertise possessed by all the affected 
parties. 

b. The Results of Successful Negotiated Rulemaking Should Not Be Overturned 
Without Further Negotiated Rulemaking 

Negotiated rulemaking is a “means by which representatives of the interests that 
would be substantially affected by a rule, including the agency responsible for issuing the 
rule, negotiate in good faith to reach consensus on a proposed rule.”4  Negotiated rulemaking 
has been twice endorsed by Congress, first in the Negotiated Rulemaking Act of 1990 and 
subsequently in 1996, when Congress permanently reauthorized the Act.  Pub. L. No. 101-
648; Pub. L. 104-320.  Negotiated rulemaking is considered more effective than adversarial 
rulemaking because it (1) increases the acceptability and improves the substance of rules, 
making it less likely that the rules will be challenged in court; and (2) shortens the amount of 
time needed to issue final rules.  Pub. L. 101-648 § 2.   

Negotiated rulemaking has met, if not exceeded these expectations.  The results of a 
major study on the effectiveness of negotiated rulemaking conducted by Laura Langbein and 
Cornelius Kerwin, professors at American University, showed that, in 13 different categories, 
participants in the negotiated rulemaking process preferred it by wide margins over traditional 
adversarial rulemaking.  See Laura Langbein & Cornelius Kerwin, “Regulatory Negotiation 
versus Conventional Rule Making: Claims, Counterclaims, and Empirical Evidence,” 10 J. 
Pub. Admin. Res. and Theory 599, 603-604 (July 2000).  Since the Negotiated Rulemaking 
Act was enacted “agencies across the government have tried and liked it.” 142 Cong. Rec. 
S6155, S6158 (June 12, 1996).  

The PBGC convened a negotiated rulemaking committee in 1995 and 1996 to discuss 
proposed changes to the reportable events regulations.  See 60 Fed. Reg. 41033 (Aug. 11, 
1995)  The negotiated rulemaking committee proposed substantial changes to the regulations, 
including new reportable events, while also providing extensions of time and waivers for 
certain filings.  61 Fed. Reg. 63988 (Dec. 2, 1996).  The consensus-based approach worked 
admirably; the “PBGC received only one written comment on the proposed rule” and the rule 
received the Hammer Award from former Vice President Al Gore’s National Performance 
Review.  Id. at 63988; Pension Benefit Guaranty 1996 Annual Report available at 
http://www.pbgc.gov/docs/1996_annual_report.pdf. 

If the PBGC wishes to overhaul the reportable event regulations, it should do so using 
the same negotiated rulemaking process that led to satisfactory results in 1996.  In addition to 
the historical precedent for promulgating the regulations through a negotiated rulemaking 

                                                 
4 Harter. “Assessing the Assessors: The Actual Performance of Negotiated Rulemaking,” 9 N.Y.U. Envtl. L. J. 
35. (2000).   For more details on how Negotiated Rulemaking is intended to function, see 5 U.S.C. § 561 
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process, the reportable event regulations are particularly well-suited for this process, given the 
far-reaching implications of the regulations on aspects of employers’ businesses about which 
the PBGC may not be aware.  

* * * * * 

ERIC appreciates the opportunity to submit these comments. We will continue to 
solicit member analysis of these and other proposed regulations to assist the PBGC in 
fashioning reporting and notification requirements for reportable events under § 4043 of 
ERISA that would help the PBGC achieve its aims to receive earlier warnings that a pension 
plan is in distress without imposing significant or unnecessary burdens on employers or 
diminishing their access to existing lines of credit.  If we can be of any further assistance, 
please let us know. 

Sincerely, 

 
Mark J. Ugoretz 
President  
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US Chamber of Commerce

January 22, 2010

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
1200 K St NW
Washington, DC 20005-4026

RE: RIN 1212-AB06: Reportable Events and Certain Other Notification Requirements

To Whom It May Concern:

On behalf of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, we submit this letter to the Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) in response to a call for comments on the proposed rule to
conform the reportable event regulations under section 4043 of ERISA and a number of other
regulations due to statutory changes made by the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA).

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce is the world's largest business federation, representing
more than three million businesses and organizations of every size, sector, and region. Besides
representing a cross-section of the American business community in terms of number of
employees, the Chamber represents a wide management spectrum by type of business and
location. Each major classification of American business -- manufacturing, retailing, services,
construction, wholesaling, and finance – is represented. Also, the Chamber has substantial
membership in all 50 states. Positions on national issues are developed by a cross-section of
Chamber members serving on committees, subcommittees, and task forces. More than 1,000
business people participate in this process.

Introduction

In addition to making changes necessary to comply with statutory changes under the
PPA, the proposed rule includes a number of changes aimed at increasing opportunities for the
PBGC to become aware of potential funding issues. Given the recent economic situation and the
concern for the financial viability of the PBGC, we understand the desire for enhanced oversight.
However, we believe that these concerns must be balanced with the potential burdens on
employers. In several instances, we believe that the benefits imposed upon plan sponsors will
not provide an equivalent benefit to the PBGC.
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Comments

The Elimination of Automatic Waivers and Extensions May Increase Financial
Hardships for Plan Sponsors. Section 4043.4 of the reportable events regulation provides that
the PBGC may grant waivers and extensions on a case-by-case basis. In addition, the existing
regulation provides automatic waivers and extensions for a number of reportable events. For
example, there is an across‑the‑board waiver for multiemployer plans; for terminating plans in
certain circumstances; and for certain statutory reportable events.1 There are also waivers or
extensions in certain circumstances where the controlled group member involved meets a
financial “de minimis” test, is a foreign entity, or is linked to the contributing sponsor only
through foreign entities. In addition, the PBGC has broad authority to grant waivers or
extensions “where it finds convincing evidence that the waiver or extension is appropriate under
the circumstances.”2 Most waivers and extensions in the regulation, however, are tied to
particular events. In many cases, they are tied to the funding status of the plan on a PBGC
premium basis or some variation thereof. In the proposed regulation, the PBGC proposes to
eliminate most of these automatic waivers and extensions. We are very concerned that these
changes will create substantial financial burdens on plan sponsors.

The elimination of the automatic waivers and extensions may negatively impact
corporate loan and other agreements of plan sponsors. Loan agreements often include a
representation that there has been no reportable event for which the reporting requirement has
not been waived. Moreover, the agreements often require the representation to continue to be
true before any new money is advanced during the life of the agreement. Depending on the
terms of the agreement, the occurrence of a reportable event with no applicable waiver may
constitute a default or, at a minimum, give the lender the ability to declare a default if the event
can be argued to have a material adverse effect on the borrower. Even if the reportable event
does not result in a default of the agreement, the plan sponsor will have to report the event and it
could negatively impact the plan sponsor’s negotiating position and future ability to obtain
optimal loan terms.

In addition to loan agreements, other corporate agreements, such as stock purchase or
merger agreements, may be impacted as well, if they include a representation that there has been
no reportable event for which no waiver applies. Thus, eliminating the waivers may negatively
impact current financial agreements of plan sponsors as well as their ability to negotiate future
agreements.

These results put employers that choose to sponsor benefit plans – particularly defined
benefit plans – at an unfair disadvantage to other employers.

The proposed rule states that the PBGC plans to monitor reportable events filings to
determine whether some automatic waivers and extensions can be restored (or newly crafted

1
29 C.F.R. 4043.4(b); 29 C.F.R. 4043.4(c); 29 C.F.R. 4043.21, .22, .24, .28, and .31(c)(1).

2
29 C.F.R. 4043.4(d).
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waivers or extensions provided) without jeopardizing efforts to protect the benefits of
participants in troubled plans and the pension insurance program. Rather than eliminating these
extensions and waivers at the outset, we suggest that the PBGC undertake a study to ascertain the
need to eliminate any of the extensions or waivers. As explained below, we recommend that the
PBGC enter a negotiated rulemaking process before making any changes.

Waivers For Well-Funded Plans and Foreign Entities Should Be Retained. There
are at least two instances where waivers should be retained. For several reportable events, there
are currently waiver for well-funded plans and for transactions involving foreign entities. The
elimination of these waivers is unnecessary and unduly burdensome. Therefore, we recommend
that both of these waivers be retained.

The purpose of the reportable event notice is to provide the PBGC with advance notice of
plans in financial trouble. In the case of a well-funded plan, however, this concern is
unnecessary. Moreover, maintaining the waiver provides incentive for plans to stay well-funded
to avoid the administration burdens of submitting these reports.

Similarly, notice of transactions involving foreign entities that are unrelated to the plan
will not provide the PBGC with information relevant to the plan’s risk assessment. However, it
will increase the administrative burdens on plan sponsors and require additional monitoring of
corporate transactions. For these reasons, the waivers for well-funded plans and foreign entities
should be retained.

The Proposed Rule Increases Administrative Burdens for Plan Sponsors and the
PBGC. By eliminating so many waivers and extensions, the PBGC will increase the
administrative burden on plan sponsors. For all of the eliminated waivers, plan sponsors will
now have to file reports. These reports will require additional time and effort. Similarly, the
elimination of automatic extensions will require plan sponsors to file reports earlier. The
combination of additional filings and less time to do them could create an unreasonable burden
on plan sponsors.

For example, plans that currently receive waivers because they are well-funded or are
linked to foreign entities will not only have to submit the reports but also monitor and track all
corporate activities to ensure compliance with the regulations. These are substantial additional
burdens for plan sponsors and there is no evidence that these additional burdens will enhance the
PBGC’s assessment of at-risk plans.

Another example of an increased administrative burden is in the reporting of an active
participant reduction. Reporting is required if the plan’s active participant count drops below
either of two thresholds: 80% of the count at the beginning of the current plan year or 75% of the
count at the beginning of the previous plan year.3 Currently, if the active participant reduction is
not related to a cessation of operations under ERISA section 4062(e), the regulation allows for an
automatic extension. The extension is generally linked to another filing requirement (i.e., a tax

3
29 C.F.R. 4043.23(a).
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filing). Without the automatic extension, plan sponsors will have to monitor the active
participant reductions daily in order to ensure timely compliance. Consequently, plan sponsors
will have to dedicate additional administrative resources to ensure compliance.

The additional reporting requirements will also create substantial administrative burdens
for the PBGC. The agency will now be responsible for processing all of these additional reports
which will require significant time and effort. And, yet, it is not clear that this additional effort
will create an equal additional benefit.

Any Changes to the Reporting Requirements Should Be Done Through Negotiated
Rulemaking. The current regulations are the result of negotiated rulemaking in 1996.4 Through
that process all interested parties were able to weigh in and express their needs and concerns. As
a result, the regulations were accepted by all parties. The negotiated rulemaking was so
successful that when the final reportable event rules were issued in December 1996, Vice
President Al Gore’s National Performance Review awarded a Hammer Award to PBGC for the
agency’s use of negotiated rulemaking.5

We recognize that as times change, so do the needs and concerns of interested parties.
Therefore, it is often necessary to review and change rules accordingly. However, we do not
believe that unilateral changes are in the best interest of any party. The agency has not provided
a compelling rationale for these radical changes. As such, it is difficult to meaningfully
comment on the specific changes without knowing the reasoning or basis for the proposed
changes. Through the process of negotiated rulemaking, however, the PBGC will be able to
provide further explanation and all interested parties will be able to provide specific feedback
and comment. Consequently, we recommend that the PBGC again enter into the negotiated
rulemaking process to ensure that the rules are changed in the most beneficial manner possible
and without creating unnecessary administrative and financial burdens.

4
The regulations were originaly adopted on September 17, 1980. 45 Fed. Reg. 61615 (September 17, 1980). In

1984, minimal changes were made to the regulations. 49 Fed. Reg. 22472 (May 30, 1984). However, in 1996

susbstantial revisions were made through a negotiated rulemaking process. The process included a negotiated

rulemaking committee consisting of representatives of employers, participants, pension practitioners, and the

PBGC. 61 Fed. Reg. 63988 (Dec. 2, 1996).

5
1996 PBGC Annual Report http://www.pbgc.gov/docs/1996_annual_report.pdf; The Vice President's Hammer

Award is reserved for teams of federal employees who create an innovative and unique process or program to

make government work better and achieve results Americans care about. Hammer Awards go to teams who have

shown large impacts on customer service, bottom-line results, streamlining government, saving money and

exemplary achievements in government problem-solving.
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Conclusion

We appreciate the need for continued oversight to ensure the viability of the PBGC and
the defined benefit plan system. However, we believe that the changes proposed here will create
administrative and financial burdens that will far outweigh the benefits to the PBGC and the
system. To reach consensus on changes that would benefit all parties, we strongly recommend
that the agency enter into the negotiated rulemaking process.

We appreciate your consideration of these comments and look forward to continuing to
work with you on this important matter.

Sincerely,

Randel K. Johnson Aliya Wong
Vice President Executive Director, Retirement Policy
Labor, Immigration & Employee Labor, Immigration, & Employee
Benefits Benefits
U.S. Chamber of Commerce U.S. Chamber of Commerce
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